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Introdcution and installation

dChip: Introduction and installation
 
Getting help when using dChip                        Trouble-shooting guide
 
DNA-Chip Analyzer (dChip) (www.dchip.org) is a software package for probe-level and 
high-level analysis of Affymetrix gene expression microarrays and SNP microarrays (Li 
and Wong 2001a, Lin et al. 2004). Gene expression or SNP data from other microarray 
platforms can also be analyzed by importing as external dataset. At the probe level, the 
model-based approach allows pooling information across multiple arrays and automatic 
probe selection to handle cross-hybridization and image contamination. High-level 
analysis in dChip includes comparing samples, hierarchical clustering, LOH and copy 
number analysis of SNP arrays. 
 
Obtain the dChip and gene information files and store them into a local directory, and 
double-click the program icon to start dChip. This manual is written in a tutorial style. 
You may explore the functions that interest you by following the steps described in the 
manual. Paragraphs labeled as “[Analysis example]” may be skipped in the first reading. 
Please cite Li and Wong 2001a if dChip results are used in manuscripts, and cite Lin et 
al. 2004 if dChip SNP analysis functions are used.
 
System requirements and running on Mac
 
dChip is a single executable program developed on Windows 2000. It should run 
properly on Windows NT/XP, but some functions such as clustering picture zooming 
and image saving do not work properly on Windows 95/98. Computers with > 512 
Megabytes memory are preferred. dChip is written in Visual C++ 6.0 and uses Windows-
specific functions for graphic tasks, and the source code is available for academic 
purposes.
 
Victoria Perreau has run dChip on an iBook, using the Connectix Virtual PC Windows 
2000 software which costs about $225. When running on the iBook (466MHz, 320 
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Introdcution and installation

RAM) it takes about 7 times longer to do the analysis than a PC (1000Mhz Pentium III , 
256RAM),  i.e. 6 CEL files are normalized in 8 minutes instead of 1.
 
Getting help when using dChip 
 

•        Register as a member of dChip Yahoo group and post your questions. We will try 
to get back to you in 1-2 days. The general discussions of microarray data analysis 
can also be posted there. It will be helpful if the followings are included or attached 
with the post for diagnostic purpose: (1) dChip version dates (from the top of the 
Analysis View window), analysis output messages or error messages (use “Analysis/
Copy” or “Analysis/ Save”). (2) dChip exported data files or image files, and 
parameter files (with .INI extension and in the same directory as dchip.exe). (3) The 
screenshot, obtained by pressing the PrintScreen key and paste into the Paint software 
to save.
•        You may also search dChip website or dChip Yahoo group by typing question 
keywords such as “normalization plot”. 
•        When dChip crashes or you observe strange things happening, this short trouble-
shooting guide may help.

•        Contact Cheng Li for the following: dChip bug reports, suggestions to improve 
dChip, or analysis functions or methods that you wish to use but do not exist in 
dChip.  
•        We may use a remote access software (RemotePC) to remotely view and operate 
your PC running dChip. Firewall is not an issue for this software. This is an efficient 
way to troubleshoot elusive problems. Contact Cheng Li for details.

 
Trouble-shooting guide
 

•        Click the "Tools/Options/Reset Default" button to reset settings, or delete the 
existing “group_name”.ini files (in the same directory as dchip.exe) and then restart 
dChip. 
•        Use the latest Gene information files or dChip. If needed, copy these files and the 
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Introdcution and installation

CEL data files (but not the *.ini files containing dChip settings) into a new directory, 
and start dChip from here.
•        Uncheck “Analysis/Open group/Options/Load probe data in memory” if a group 
contains hundreds of arrays or arrays with very high density (e.g. 500K SNP array.
•        Change to another PC or Windows system.
•        When opening a group, check “Open group/ignore existing DCP file” and “Open 
group/Other information/ignore existing cdf.bin file” to re-extract the CEL and CDF 
files.
•        “Gene information file” or sample information files may have been saved in 
Excel format. Open files in Excel and use “File/Save As” to save in tab-delimited text 
format.
•        If “out of memory” when clustering many genes, you can uncheck “Tools/
Options/Clustering/Pre-calculate distance” before clustering.
•        In the clustering picture, the part of figure is overlapped or not displayed: use 
Arrow keys, Control+Arrow keys and Shift+Arrow keys to adjust.
•        Clustering image exporting problem. 

 
(Updated 9/24/04, 10/14/05)
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Prepare data

Prepare data
 

Add new arrays                         File format                   Example method description
 
To use dChip, the user needs to provide Affymetrix array data files (in CEL or DAT 
format, or see public CEL files), and the CDF file (Chip Description File). [The 5/26/05
+ dChip version can directly read binary CEL files] You may use this Affy CEL file 
converting tool to convert the latest binary-format (Version 4) CEL file to the text-
format (Version 3) CEL file so dChip can read. Affy conversion tool will convert all 
CEL files in a directory from version 4 to version 3, while leaving the file name the 
same. You can check the CEL file size before (4Mb) and after (10Mb) to make sure 
conversion is done. Make sure the CEL files are not read-only (e.g. when copied from 
CD) before conversion. If conversion fails but you have DAT files, you can also ask 
dChip to read them instead of CEL files.
 
If it is desired to read in cDNA array data, one may make an external data file with every 
two columns as the green and red channel intensities from one array (e.g. obtained from 
GenePix GPR file), and the read it in dChip by “Analysis/Get external file”. Then the 
normalization and high-level analysis may be performed.

What arrays to combine as a group

Generally we want to combine more arrays hybridized to the similar tissue or cell lines 
in a single group. More arrays increase the chance of selecting good-behaving probes for 
expression calculation, and the probe response pattern can be better learned from data. It 
is also desired that these arrays are generated by the same core facility/person in a short 
period to minimized the experimental variation. The arrays do not need to be replicates. 

For better model fitting and outlier detection, the number of arrays in a dChip group is 
desired to be more than 5. Also the target gene's presence in several arrays is needed; 
otherwise we only have random noise data curve around 0 in all arrays for the probe set, 
leading to correct close-to-0 expression values but the model does not help much in 
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outlier detection.

To perform analysis of different tissues, cell types or very distinct conditions, please see 
normalizing different tissues, and tissue effect. 
 
Add new arrays 
 
If a group of arrays have been analyzed and there are new arrays coming in, one can 
combine the old and new arrays together as a new group and redo normalization (if 
needed check “Ignore the normalized data” to make sure all arrays are normalized to the 
same baseline array) and the model-based expression. If it is not desired to have the 
expression values of the old arrays changed, one can use the probe sensitivity index file 
of the old group to analyze the new arrays. 
 
For the above old and new groups of arrays, or when the two groups of array are 
analyzed separately, the resultant expression indexes are generally not comparable for 
the same probe set. This is because the arrays in each group may be normalized to 
different baseline array (thus having different overall signal brightness), and the model-
based expression indexes for the same probe set may be based on different subsets of 
probe pairs in the two groups. The latter is due to probe outlier detection; usually the 
probe sensitivities vary, and inclusion or exclusion of a probe may yield large 
differences in expression values. However, the relative expression between samples in 
terms of fold change should remain similar. For example, one scheme estimates the 
expression values as 100 and 200 for two samples, and another scheme gives 500 and 
1000; the two are equivalent since expression values for one probe set are relative 
measure of the underlying mRNA concentrations. 

Input and output file format

Most files dChip inputs and outputs are tab-delimited text files, such as Expression data 
file, Gene information file, and Gene list file (has probe set name in the first column of 
each row). They may have XLS extension for easy opening by Excel software. For such 
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files one may change the file extension to TXT and open them by a text editor, or edit 
them in Excel (make sure to save in “tab-delimited text” format). 
 
Sometimes the exported files may not appear to have an extension in dialogs or 
Windows explorer. One needs to use “Windows Explorer” program, select “Tools/Folder 
options/View” and uncheck “Hide file extensions for know file types” to show the file 
extensions.
 
dChip also exports binary DCP, CDF.BIN and PSI files for faster processing; their 
format are available as C++ code on request. 
 
The format of Expression data file is as follows: The first column is probe set name, then 
the column “gene, Acession, LocusLink and Description” may be optional, and the 
“gene” column may occur without “Acession, LocusLink and Description” columns 
(these three always appear together), but whenever “Acession, LocusLink and 
Description” occurs there is the “gene” column. Followed by these columns, There is 
“expression values, call, and standard error” columns for every sample, with names 
sample_name, “sample_name call”, “sample_name SE”. The “call” column and 
“standard error” column are optional.
 
Example method description using dChip
 
Array normalization, expression value calculation and clustering analysis were 
performed using DNA-Chip Analyzer (www.dchip.org; Li & Wong 2001a). The 
Invariant Set Normalization method (Li & Wong 2001b) was used to normalize arrays at 
probe cell level to make them comparable, and the model-based method (Li & Wong 
2001b) was used for probe-selection and computing expression values. These expression 
levels were attached with standard errors as measurement accuracy, which were 
subsequently used to compute 90% confidence intervals of fold changes in two-sample 
or two-group comparisons (Li & Wong 2001b). The lower confidence bounds of fold 
changes were conservative estimate of the real fold changes. Genes with increased or 
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decreased expression after treatments by more than 2 fold (lower confidence bound) 
were selected for further study.
 
Hierarchical clustering analysis (Eisen et al. 1998) is used to group genes with same 
expression pattern. A genes is selected for clustering if (1) its expression values in the 20 
samples has coefficient of variation (standard deviation / mean) between 0.5 to 10 (2) it 
is called “Present” by MAS5 (or GCOS or dChip) software in more than 5 samples. 
Then the expression values for a gene across the 20 samples are standardized to have 
mean 0 and standard deviation 1 by linear transformation, and the distance between two 
genes is defined as 1 - r where r is the standard correlation coefficient between the 20 
standardize values of two genes. Two genes with the closest distance are first merged 
into a super-gene and connected by branches with length representing their distance, and 
are deleted for future merging. The expression level of the newly formed super-gene is 
the average of standardized expression levels of the two genes (average-linkage) for each 
sample. Then the next pair of genes (super-genes) with the smallest distance are chosen 
to merge and the process is repeated until all genes are merged into one cluster. The 
dendrogram in Figure ? illustrates the final clustering tree, where genes close to each 
other have high similarity in their standardized expression values across the 20 samples.
 
(Updated 5/26/05)
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Gene information file
 
Make information file              Modify gene information file               Make "gene list 
file" by annotation                    
Classify genes by annotation terms
 
dChip “Gene information files” can be prepared by dChip (older files can be 
downloaded), and specified at the “Open group/Other information” dialog to be used in 
dChip. They are tab-delimited text files (with .XLS extension for easy opening in Excel) 
providing annotation information to probe sets, and have the following columns: Probe 
set name, Identifier (Accession number), LocusLink ID, Gene name, Gene Ontology 
terms, Protein domain terms, Pathway terms, Chromosome terms, and Gene description. 
These annotation terms allow dChip to find significant gene clusters or classify a gene 
list.
 
Downloadable gene information file (NetAffx update date; unzip the file): HG_U133 
Plus 2.0 (Aug. 05), MOE430 2.0 (Jun. 05)
 
Make information file 
 
On March 2003, NetAffx (Liu et al. 2003) made the Annotation CSV files available 
online. This makes it possible for individual users to timely convert the quarterly 
updated NetAffx annotation files to dChip information files. This function does not work 
for SNP arrays, whose genome info files are here. In dChip, one can select “Tools/Make 
information file” (Zhong et al. 2003; also see the ChipInfo software):
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The input information files need to be downloaded to local computers. Download and 
unzip the Annotation CSV files for a described array type (need a free NetAffx 
acocount); make sure to use the CSV file as it is without re-saving it in Excel into a 
different format. Also download the three Gene Ontology (GO) structure files: function.
ontology, process.ontology, component.ontology (save in text format with name 
“function.ontology.txt” etc.). To make common probe set files, a NetAffx Ortholog CSV 
file is needed to be downloaded and specified [Version 3/19/04+].
 
On clicking OK, dChip will parse the NetAffx annotation files to generate specified 
Gene information file, Genome information file and Common probe set file. If GO files 
are specified, the GO graphs are traced up to associate all the parent GO terms of a 
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gene’s GO annotation terms to this gene. The most frequent occurred 1200 GO terms in 
this array type are indexed in the associated “gene info Gene Ontology.xls” file, and 
used as GO annotation terms in the output gene information file. These terms typically 
associate with more than 10 probe sets and are more useful for functional significance 
identification. The same limit applies to other annotation categories such “Protein 
domain”. 
 
There is a “Genome Version” column in the CSV file that provides the information of 
the genome assembly, based on which the corresponding cytoband file and refgene files 
can be made to agree with the genome assembly of the genome info file.
 
If gene symbols are preferred over gene names to be used in analysis, one can open the 
CSV file, copy the “Gene Symbol” column to the “Gene Title” column and save the file. 
Then perform “Tools/Make information file”.
 
For custom arrays without NetAffx CSV file, Affymetrix usually will supply with some 
gene information. One can copy and paste in Excel to make the format the same as the 
gene information file, keep the header line to be the same and leave not needed columns 
empty, and then save in text format.
 
For the latest CSV files, the InterPro protein domain information may not be available. 
One can make gene info files using both the old CSV and new CSV files (if needed after 
combining A and B CSV files by DOS command). Then copy the protein domain 
column from the old gene info file to the new gene info file, and also use the old protein 
domain index file. Make sure the rows containing probe set names match between the 
two gene info files.
 
Modify gene information file
 
The four annotation columns are optional: Gene Ontology, Protein domain, Pathway, 
and Chromosome terms. One can delete one or more of them in Excel, and save the file 
in tab-delimited text format. Also, one may replace one of these columns by custom 
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annotation terms in a controlled vocabulary. The current limit is 4 for the number of 
annotation column and 1300 for the number of different annotation terms in a column.
 
If additional or project-dependent gene information is desired, one can use “Tools/More 
gene information” to read in a gene information file and use it with priority over the 
main gene info file specified in “Analysis/Open group”. The file can be edited in Excel 
but saved as “tab-delimited text file” and the header line should be the same as the 
original “Gene information file” specified at “Open group”. It may contain only the 
subset of genes whose information is to be modified and added. The Non-blank entries in 
the file will overwrite the corresponding entries in the original gene information file.
 
Make “gene list file” by annotation terms or keywords
 
Sometimes it is desirable to focus attention on a set of genes with particular function or 
keywords. For example, in a cell-cycle experiment, we may want to look at the 
expression value changes of cell cycle genes, and cluster samples using only these genes. 
If a “Gene information file” is used at “Open Group” or “Get external data”, we can use 
“Tools/Gene list file/By Annotation” (“By GeneOntology” in V1.2-) to output a list of 
genes that belong to a specific Gene Ontology, protein domain or pathway category:
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In V1.3+, one can select multiple terms to get the union or intersection of the genes 
belonging to these categories, and apply the “Filter genes” function immediately using 
this gene list as the input gene list.
 
Similarly, one can use “Tools/Gene list file/By keywords” to obtain a list of genes with 
particular keyword in the gene name or description. The specified keywords can be 
wildcard strings. For example, “receptor * kinase” matches with “receptor tyrosine 
kinase”, and both “receptor [1-9]” and “receptor ?” match with “receptor 4” (more 
matching patterns).
 
The obtained gene list file can be used as the “Gene list file” in the “Analysis/
Hierarchical clustering” dialog for clustering analysis and in the “Tools/Export data/
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Expression value” dialog for exporting expression values for only these genes. In 
addition, it can be specified as the “Analysis/Open group/Other information/Probe set 
mask file” to eliminate these genes from the downstream analysis (also see Remove 
irrelevant genes from clustering analysis).
 
Classify genes by annotation terms  
 
After a list of genes is obtained by “Compare samples” or “Filter genes”, we can use the 
“Tools/Classify Genes” dialog to classify these genes into different groups according to 
GeneOntology or other annotational terms. Gene groups have header lines such as 
“Found 15 GeneOntology 'response to external stimulus' genes in a 120-group (all: 
1068/7734, PValue: 0.661181)”. The p-values are calculated in the same way as for the 
significant gene clusters. Here 120 is the number of genes having GeneOntology 
annotation in the input gene list, thus may be fewer than the actual number of genes in 
the list. Note that at "Tools/Classify genes", the whole gene list is considered to assess 
the significant enrichment; while at clustering, every gene clusters with at least 4 
annotated genes is considered. Thus the former gives fewer significant gene groups than 
the latter. 
 
Significant p-values as defined in the “Tools/Options/Clustering” dialog are suffixed by 
stars (“***”) in the output file. Also one may check the “Only report significant results” 
box to output only gene groups with significant p-values. The additional data columns 
such as expression values or fold changes of the “gene list file” will be copied into the 
output “classified file”. 
 
To prevent multiple probe sets for the same gene from biasing the result of the functional 
significance computation, it is best to check “Analysis/Open group/Options/Analysis/
Mask redundant probe sets” to exclude the redundant probe sets (identified by 
LocusLink ID) from a gene list. This can also be done at “Tools/Options/Analysis/Mask 
redundant probe sets”, but redoing “Analysis/Open group” is desired since the array 
background information on gene annotation is computed after reading in the “gene 
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information file”.
 
(Updated 3/7/05, 10/5/05)
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Reading in array data files
 
CEL file                                               TXT file                          CDF file 
Sample information file                       Probe set mask file          "Open group" output           
 
On starting dChip enters the “Analysis View”, which can also be accessed at anytime by 
clicking the “Analysis” icon on the left pane or select the menu “View/Analysis”:  
 

 
The “Analysis View” displays information such as the status of analysis processes, and colors 
error messages in red. Small Excel files and exported images will be inserted into the 
“Analysis View” for convenience (uncheck “Tools/Options/Analysis/Insert Excel and Image 
outputs…” to disable the function). The analysis output can be saved into a Word file by 
“Analysis/Save” or selected and copied by “Analysis/Copy”. If problem happens it is helpful 
to attach these outputs and email to us for diagnosis.
 
Specify CEL data files
 
Prepare data. dChip analysis is based on a group of array data files a researcher generates, 
either in DAT or CEL format. All the arrays to be used in a single analysis should be of the 
same chip type. The current limit on the number of arrays is 400. To read in the data, select the 
menu “Analysis/Open Group”:
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Type in a group name in the “Group name” drop-down list, or click the button with the down-
arrow to select a previous group. The group settings such as file names and gene filtering 
parameters will be saved in a group configuration (“group name”.ini) file under the same 
directory as the “dchip.exe” file. Click the “Delete” button to erase the settings for the 
specified group.
 
Click “Data directory” button to choose the directory containing the data (DAT, CEL, or DCP) 
files to be analyzed. Alternatively a “Data file list” can be used when the data files are stored 
in several directories or we want to specify individual data files. A data file list is a text file 
(make sure it has .txt extension) with each row containing directory or individual data file 
names. If specified, dChip will only search these directories or use these files. The following is 
an example “data file list”:
 
E:\Affy data\dan\CA-H.cel

E:\Affy data\dan\CA-HR.cel

E:\Affy data\zugen

E:\Affy data\dan\PC-C.cel

E:\Affy data\dan\PC-H.cel
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E:\Affy data\dan\PC-R.cel

E:\Affy data\dan2

 
Next, specify whether you want to read in DAT or CEL files. CEL files are in text format and 
contain intensities values for PM and MM features, and are converted from pixel-level DAT 
files by MAS. dChip can also extract PM MM probe values from DAT file use the MAS 
algorithm (75-th percentile, excluding 1 outer layer of the pixels of each feature; Affymetrix 
1999), and save them in DCP format (can be exported to CEL format by “Image/Export 
CEL”). The MAS algorithm first determines the pixel-level coordinates of the corner features 
(see header information of a CEL file or DAT file), then linearly interpolates the coordinates 
of all the features. This works well even if the scanned array image is slightly skewed. 
However, if the coordinates of corner features are determined incorrectly (e.g. page 4 of Li and 
Wong 2001a, can be checked by dChip outlier image), one may use MAS software to correct 
the corner points of the DAT file and regenerate CEL file. For more recent higher density 
arrays with 712 rows and columns of features, dChip-converted CEL files may give different 
probe values from MAS. This may be due to smaller feature size and number of pixels per 
feature in these arrays, and in such case using MAS CEL files is recommended.
 
If the “Ignore existing DCP file” checkbox is unchecked, dChip will search for existing DCP 
(dChip data) files with binary CEL data for faster access; these DCP files are saved in the same 
directory as CEL or DAT files at the first time you open a group, and have the same file name 
as CEL or DAT files except the “DCP” extension. They contain unnormalized and normalized 
probe cell intensities and also model-based expression values to be explained later. By default 
the normalized values are used when available, but we can check “Use unnormalized data” to 
use unnormalized CEL data (e.g for viewing purpose at DataView). If “Ignore existing DCP 
file” is checked then dChip will always extract data from CEL or DAT files. In V1.2+, check 
“Tools/Options/Analysis/Search and save DCP file in the Working directory” to store DCP 
files into different places than CEL files. This way we may perform different analysis (e.g. 
normalization using different baseline array, compute expression values with different options) 
and store the results into DCP files under different directories while maintaining the single 
copy of CEL files.
 
dChip considers the CEL, DAT or DCP files with the same time tag (can be found in the 
header line of CEL file) as identical files and only read in one of the identical files. If CEL 
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files of two different samples happen to have the same time tag,  one may change the time tag 
manually in one of the CEL file header (open CEL file in a text editor), e.g: change “01/18/ 1 
13:43:17” to “01/18/ 1 13:43:18”.
 
More general analysis options can be selected by clicking the “Options” button (or “Tools/
Options/Analysis”). For example, a “Working directory” can be specified as the default 
directory for dChip to output analysis files.
 
[New] Uncheck "Analysis/Open group/Options/Load probe data in memory" to not load probe 
data so that a large dataset containing many arrays or large array types (e.g. 100K SNP array) 
can be loaded faster. Then do normalization and model-based expression computation the 
same way as before. However CEL image and PM/MM data views are not available since they 
use probe level data.
 
TXT files containing presence calls
 
dChip will also look for MAS’s analysis result TXT files (a text output of CHP file, one for 
each DAT or CEL file) for Presence calls (P/A). The TXT file should have the same file name 
as the corresponding DAT or CEL file but has the extension “.txt”, and its header line contains 
"...Probe Set... Avg Diff…Abs Call..." or "...Probe Set...Signal…Detection...". If TXT files are 
not found dChip will compute the Presence calls using a simplified version of the MAS4 
algorithm (Affymetrix 1999), that is, the same decision matrix making calls is used but the 
background calculation is on the whole chip instead of 16 sectors. In one comparison the calls 
generated by dChip has 93% agreement with MAS’s calls. We encourage users to obtain TXT 
files to allow dChip to use MAS’s calls. The presence calls read or computed are saved in DCP 
files, and will be used when DCP files are loaded in future dChip sessions.
 
When a TXT file has any probe set not in the CDF file, dChip will ignore the TXT file and 
compute its own P/A calls for all probe sets. One can disable this feature by checking “Tools/
Options/Analysis/Allow TXT files to contain probe sets not in the CDF file”, so that dChip 
ignores the unknown probe sets (e.g. those masked by “Probe set mask file”), but still use the P/
A calls of the known probe sets.
 
Checking the “Read in MAS5 Signal” option to read in the MAS5 “Signal” from MAS5 
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analysis result TXT file (one for each DAT or CEL file). Note that “Analysis/Normalize” still 
performs at CEL level, and “Analysis/Model-based expression” will overwrite the MAS5 
Signal values. Thus it is better to scale the MAS5 Signals to the same target intensity 
beforehand (e.g. in MAS5), so one can go ahead for high-level analysis without these two 
steps in dChip. A “Modeled” sign will show up in the lower-right corner only to indicate the 
expression values are ready. However, the MAS5 Signal values in dChip can be exported by 
“Tools/Export data/Expression value” into a file similar to MAS5 Pivot table, and then are 
used as follows. [V1.2+]
 
A MAS5 Pivot table containing the Signal values of multiple arrays cannot be used with 
"Analysis/Open group". One may modify the Pivot table slightly, so it can be read in dChip by 
the "Get external data" function without CEL values. At this point, the “Analysis/Normalize” 
function can be applied to normalize the data at the expression value level. Afterwards, the 
high-level analysis can be applied without the “Analysis/Model-based expression” step.
 
CDF file
 
After completing the “Analysis/Open group/Data files” dialog, click “Other information” tab 
on the top and another dialog will be shown:
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The CDF (Chip Description File) file for a particular array type can be obtained from the 
Affymetrix library file website (Support/Library files; download and unzip the library file of a 
specific array type to get its CDF file), or from Affymetrix GCOS software (“library” 
directory). A user can open a CEL file (of text format) to confirm the chip type information 
from the header (in the “DatHeader=” line, e.g. HG_U95Av2.1sq). dChip will also convert the 
CDF file into binary format for faster access next time. Checking “Ignore existing .cdf.bin file” 
will force dChip to re-extract information from the text format CDF file even if a binary 
version already exists.
 
Sometimes it is desirable to reorganize probes in an array type into custom probe sets and 
compute expression values for them. dChip can read in a custom CDF file in dChip specific 
CDF format. A file can have name such as “HG-U133_Plus_2_dchip_example.cdf”, where 
“_dchip_” in the file name identifies dChip specific CDF format, the string before it identifies 
the original array type so dChip can search the corresponding CEL files, and the string after it 
can be anything for user’s own identification. The header sections [CDF] and [Chip] are 
copied from the standard CDF file but the “NumberOfUnits” is changed to the number of 
probe sets that the custom CDF file contains. Only the probes in the custom CDF file will then 
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be useful for normalization and expression computation. Such custom CDF file can also be 
constructed for Nimblegen arrays and used in dChip to analyze the correctly formatted CEL 
files for Nimblegen arrays.
 
It is optional but recommended to specify a “Gene information file” for the current array type. 
 
Sample information file
 
If the CEL data file names are not informative, we can specify alternative names for them. A 
“Sample information file” is a tab-delimited text file; if edited in Excel make sure to save it in 
text format by “File/Save As/Save as type: Text (Tab delimited)”. The first header line is 
required. The first two columns are also required, and they are the array file names (without 
directory name and the .CEL or .DCP extension; can copy the “Array” column from the 
“Array summary file” to the “Array name” column here) and the corresponding sample names. 
The sample names should be different for each array, and also be different from any array 
names; it can be blank so a sample name is the same as its array name. The rest columns are 
optional descriptions of sample properties using discrete words or numbers. Here is an 
example file:
 
Array name Sample name Grade Marker 1 Maker 2 Maker 3
LG2000102601AA N1 II FALSE positive positive
LG2000102602AA N3 III FALSE negative positive

LG2000102603AA N4 II FALSE positive
low-
positive

LG2000102604AA N5 III FALSE negative negative
LG2000102605AA N6 II FALSE positive positive
LG2000102606AA N7 III FALSE negative negative
LG2000102607AA N8 III FALSE negative negative
LG2000102608AA N9 III TRUE negative negative
LG2000102609AA N10 II FALSE positive positive
LG2000102610AA N11 III FALSE negative negative
LG2000102611AA N12 III TRUE negative negative

 
Using a “sample information file” is highly recommended. It will be very useful in later 
functions such as enriched sample clusters and selecting sample by categories. It can better 
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facilitate the visual assessment of the sample clustering than the textual sample names. As an 
example, if a sample name “14c1” refers to “day 14, pair one, control sample”, we can create 
three sample information columns called “Day, Pair and Treatment”, and this sample has value 
“14, 1, C” for the three columns. 
 
One may add a numerical column in “sample information file”. The column header needs to 
contain “(numeric)”, for example, “Time(numeric)”. Such continuous variable will be 
standardized and displayed at the top of clustering picture.
 
Probe set mask file
 
In the “Analysis/Open Group/Other information” dialog, we can specify an Affymetrix “probe 
set mask file” (*.msk file; or a tab-delimited text file with the first column of each line being 
the probe set name) to exclude some probe sets from the analysis. These probe sets will be 
handled as if they do not exist on the chip, by marking their CELs as “QC” (quality control). 
Thus their CELs are not used for the CEL-level normalization, and they do not enter any 
downstream analysis. Make sure to check “Ignore existing DCP file” and “Ignore existing cdf.
bin file” to re-extract CEL and CDF files whenever you specify a probe set mask file or change 
its content. If no TXT files exist, dChip will re-compute present/absent calls as well excluding 
the masked probes. 
 
When using the probe set mask file, be sure to extract DCP files anew from CEL and TXT 
files (by checking “Ignore existing DCP file” and uncheck “Data file type/DCP file”). This is 
because the existing DCP file has format corresponding to the original CDF file, and thus 
cannot be used with the new CDF file with some probe sets masked. By the same token, do not 
combine the DCP files using the original CDF file and the DCP file using CDF with mask file 
in the same group.
 
[V2/23/05+] The probe set mask file can also accept individual probes to mask them out from 
CDF file. Such probes may tend to cross-hybridize as found by other means. An example file 
is HG-U133A mask file.txt (Edited in Excel but save as tab-delimited text file), where in the 

2nd column, “all” or empty or “1-x” (x is the maximal number of probe pairs in the probe set) 
means to mask out the whole probe set, and a probe number between “|” (such as “|10|”) is 
used to mask out individual probes. The probe numbers start from 1 and follow the same order 
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as in the CDF files. Make sure not to have space in a line (e.g. use "1|2|5" instead of “1 | 2 | 
5”). Alternatively, a custom CDF file may be used for the similar purposes.
 
“Open group” output
 
Click “OK” after filling in files names. dChip reads in CDF file, CEL files and other 
information files, and constructs icons for viewing array images and probe level PM/MM data: 
 

 
Probe intensities and from CEL files and presence calls are loaded into the memory and also 
saved into DCP files. Later on, the normalized probe values and model-based expression 
values will also be saved into DCP files, so that these two steps only need to be performed 
once generally. 
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An “array summary file” is saved after all arrays are read in. Click the Excel icon in the left 
pane will start Excel to view this file (if not starting please go to the directory and double click 
the file to view). As with most other files exported by dChip, the format of this file is a tab-
delimited text file with “xls” extension for easy access of the file by Excel.  At this stage the 
summary file looks like:
 
Number Array File Name Median Intensity P call %

1130a E:\Affy data\dan\130\130a.CEL 702 20.4236
2130b E:\Affy data\dan\130\130b.CEL 728 28.2929
3130c E:\Affy data\dan\130\130c.CEL 658 25.9644
4130d E:\Affy data\dan\130\130d.CEL 557 24.5616

 
The last two columns are the median probe intensity and the “P call %” (the percentage of 
probe sets called “Present” in an array). The median intensity is computed using unnormalized 
probe values by selecting a probe for every 5 by 5 region on the array. This may give slightly 
different result from using all probes for computing the median. This example uses older 
arrays (before early 2001) which often have high intensity values and signal saturation. 
Nowadays Affymetrix has adjusted the scanner settings so the signal intensities are about 1/10 
as before.
 
Some arrays may have unusually low “P call %” (< 10%). One may check the “Image View” 
for potential problems. Good image have dark background and bright foreground signals, 
while problematic sample preparation, hybridization or scanning may result in the high 
background noise which overwhelms the real signals. Sometimes it is necessary to exclude 
these arrays from further analysis, by moving the files out of the data directory and redo 
“Analysis/Open group”.
 
(Updated 4/15/05, 10/3/05)
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Reading external data files
 
Non-Affymetrix array data
 
If no DAT/CEL files are available for Affymetrix array data, dChip can still read in a tab 
delimited data file (in text format) with expression value, absolute call and standard error 
(SE) data as columns:
 
probe set 130a 130a call 130a SE 130b 130b call 130b SE
AFFX-BioB-5_at 3348.89P 281.398 3825.92P 225.898
AFFX-BioB-M_at 3478.22P 400.583 6778.75P 273.612
AFFX-BioB-3_at 2322.84P 180.836 3437.77P 158.029
AFFX-BioC-5_at 7837.85P 628.778 7590.25P 402.236
AFFX-BioC-3_at 5887.03P 501.962 6473.87P 316.34
AFFX-BioDn-5_at 4416.52P 711.782 8313.93P 556.247
AFFX-BioDn-3_at 16049.3P 1870.28 18681.5P 1048.73
AFFX-CreX-5_at 24904.8P 1728.4 29241.8P 1095.15

 
The absolute call and SE columns are optional and can be specified in the “Analysis/ Get 
External Data” dialog:
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The data file should only have the first row contain array names and the first column 
contain gene names. The data files exported by dChip usually have the second column as 
gene descriptions. To read such files by “Analysis/Get External Data”, this second 
column should be deleted and then save the file as text file in Excel, or start dChip 
“Analysis/Open Group” without specifying any “gene information file” to export a data 
file without gene description column. If there are missing values in the external data file, 
leave them blank in Excel and then save as tab-delimited text files so that “Get external 
data” will regard blank cells as missing values. The RES format data file produced by 
Whitehead Institute Center for Genome Research can also be read. The scaling factors in 
the header line of RES files are not read or used. 
 
The “Get External Data/Other information” tab will prompt user to read in “gene 
information file” or “sample information file”, and these files are the same as those used 
for data read in by “Analysis/Open group”. However, if in the external data file the 
sample (column) names are already meaningful, in sample information file one can have 
both “array name” and “sample name” columns identical as the sample names in the first 
line of the external data file.
 
Click “OK” to read in the data file. If successful, the “Modeled” indicator will appear in 
the lower-right corner to indicate the expression data is available for high-level analysis. 
The “Normalized” indicator will not be shown, and if the data has been normalized one 
can proceed to high-level analysis.
 
If the data has not been normalized beforehand, one can then use “Analysis/Normalize” 
to normalize the expression values using the Invariant Set Normalization method 
(Version 1.0 uses a using a simplified ISN method with fixed rank difference threshold 
50 without iteration), and the standard error attached to an expression value will be 
scaled by the ratio of the expression values before and after normalization. Check the 
“Show scatter-plot…” option to show normalization scatter-plots when normalizing. 
(installation of R needed). 
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Afterwards, the high-level analysis can be applied without the “Analysis/Model-based 
expression” step (since no CEL values are read in). For example, the “Tools/Array list 
file” function can be used to pool replicate arrays, and “Analysis/Hierarchical 
Clustering” and “Analysis/Compare Samples” can be performed as usual.

Many researchers have made the data available in Excel or tab-delimited text format but 
not the original CEL or DAT files. To pool several data sets together for analysis, one 
can follow the step 3-7 of the section “Example steps to combine data”. Note the two 
external data files should have matched rows of probe sets and consistent columns (e.g. 
both with or without absolute call column). 

Non-Affymetrix array data

To read in cDNA array or other non-Affymetrix data, one may put background-adjusted 
green and red channel signals for one array as two columns in the external data file, and 
do normalization as above when needed. Alternatively, log ratios in one cDNA array can 
be put in one column of an external data file, and one can then directly go to high-level 
analysis such as clustering.

(Updated 11/18/04)
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dChip: Combine data from different array types or species
 

Common probe set file                                     Combine different array types              
Combine sub-arrays for analysis                      
Combine HG_U95A and V2 CEL files
 
Often researchers generate data for different human chip types: Hu6800, HG_U95A or 
HC_G110 and want to combine them for clustering or comparative analysis. More 
interestingly, a mouse or rat model for a human disease is constructed and array data are 
obtained from both patient samples and animal models. Consistent gene expression 
changes across human and animal models cross-validate the results.
 
Since dChip only normalizes and calculates model-based expression for a group of 
arrays belonging to the same chip type, we need additional steps to combine the data for 
different chip types or tissues. Firstly “common probe set files” are constructed for the 
purpose. To combine sub-chips for the same series (e.g. Mu11KsubA and Mu11KsubB), 
see “Combine sub-chips for analysis”.
 
Common probe set file
 
A “common probe set file” can be downloaded or prepared by dChip. It contains pairs of 
probe sets representing the same gene in the two chip types. [Old description: For the 
same species (e.g. human), the probe set pairs are linked by matching the accession 
number or LocusLink ID. For example, there are 5987 probe set pairs representing the 
same gene between the HG_U95AV2 chip type and the HU6800 chip type (see 
“common u95av2_hu6800.xls”, Affymetrix control probe sets excluded). Here one 
U95AV2 probe set may match to several Hu6800 probe sets and vice versa. For different 
species, the orthologous and homologous probe set pairs are obtained from NetAffx.]
 
Affymetrix also provide “array comparison files” between the arrays of the same 
organism (“best match” or “good match” files; needs free account to download). The 
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probe set columns of the two arrays can be copied and save in text format to use as 
dChip common probe set file. Note some comparison files (e.g. U95 to Human Genome 
U133 Plus) has small size and may be only for the probe sets not in U133 but in U133 
plus array. But one can combine the information from this file with “Human Genome 
U95 to Human Genome U133”, since U133 array is a subset of U133 Plus array. Also 
these files may also contain probe sets in U95 B-E arrays, and may cause dChip to 
misalign when only U95A data are exported. It is ideal to only include probe sets in the 
array data one is exporting in the common probe set file. (Common probe set file for HG-
U95Av2 vs. HG-U133_plus_2 array). 
 
Here are older downloadable files. Right-click and select “Save target as” to download 
the needed common probe set files to use with dChip, and save the file in text format if 
modified in Excel: 
common u95av2_hu6800.xls              common u95a_hu6800.xls                  common 
u95av2_u95a.xls                  common u95av2_g110.xls 
common HG-U133A_HG-U95Av2.txt (4/9/03, matched by LocusLink ID in NetAffx 
database)
 
These files are obtained by the new method. Please cite Liu et al. 2003 if you use these 
files: 
HG-U95Av2 vs. MG-U74Av2: 12/16/02                    HG-U95Av2 vs. RG-U34A: 
12/16/02            MG-U74Av2 vs. RG-U34A: 12/16/02  
HG-U133A vs. MG-U74Av2: 12/16/02                      HG-U133A vs. RG-U34A: 12/16/02
 
Note that NetAffx CSV files don’t contain probe sets pairs between the array types of 
same species. But the common probe set files for the same species can be obtained by 
matching Accession number or locusLink ID in Microsoft Access.
 
Combine different array types 
 
The following steps is used to combine the data from a set of U95A arrays and another 
set of Hu6800 arrays. The user is assumed to already have some familiarity with dChip.
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1. Export data. Open a group of U95A arrays. In the “Export data” dialog, choose the 
“Gene list file” to be “common u95a_hu6800.xls”, uncheck “Use the probe set name in 

the 2nd column”, select arrays to be exported, check “Has absolute call” and “Has 
standard error” if needed, and click OK to export the data for the common probe sets 
(assume the output file is out_u95.xls).
 
2. Export data. Open a group of Hu6800 arrays. In the “Export data” dialog, choose the 
“Gene list file” to be “common u95a_hu6800.xls”, check “Use the probe set name in the 

2nd column”, select arrays to be exported, check “Has absolute call” and “Has standard 
error” if needed, and click OK to export the data for the common probe sets (assume the 
output file is out_6800.xls).
 
3. Combine data. Open out_u95.xls and out_6800.xls in Excel, copy all the data in 
out_6800.xls except the first “probe set” column and the 2nd “gene name” column (if 
there is any), and move the cursor in out_u95.xls to the first row of the last blank column 
and paste the data. Delete the 2nd “gene name” column in out_u95.xls if there is any. 
Save out_u95.xls using text (tab delimited) format, ignoring warning message by 
clicking “Yes”.
 
4. Read in the combined data. Select “Analysis/Get External Data”, choose “data file” to 
be out_u95.xls, “Other information/gene information file” to be “HG_U95A gene info.
xls” (since the probe set names are from U95A chip), and check “has absolute call” and 
“has standard error” if needed. Click “OK” to read in the data. 
 
5. Mark the boundary between the two data sets. Select “Tools/Array list file” dialog, 
select all the U95A arrays (may use Control+Click or Shift+Click) in the “All arrays” 
listbox and click “Add array”, then click “Add standardize separator”, then select all the 
Hu6800 arrays and click “Add array”. Click the “Save & Exit” button to save the “array 
list file”.
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6. Normalization. Before performing “Analysis/Filter genes” or  “Analysis/Compare 
Samples”, one may want to use “Analysis/Normalize” to scale the arrays (columns of  
the data table) to have the same median first. This is performed at the expression value 
level using the same “Invariant set normalization” method, instead of the CEL-level 
normalization performed before the model-based expression calculation.
 
7. Within-chip-type standardization for each gene during clustering. In the “Analysis/
Hierarchical Clustering” dialog (“Tools/Array list file” in V1.2+), uncheck “only draw 
lines for standardize separator” (In V1.3, check “Use standardize separators”). As a 
result, the expression values for each gene in the U95A arrays and the 6800 arrays will 
be standardized (scaled to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1) within each chip type 
when performing “Filter genes” and “Hierarchical clustering”. When the number of 
arrays of each chip type is large (> 10), even if we do not normalize the data of different 
chip types, we expect the standardized expression values are comparable between U95A 
and 6800 arrays, and the co-regulated genes to have high correlation based on such 
within-chip-type standardized values.
 
If only a few samples in each array type are combined, adjusting batch effect is difficult. 
Alternatively, one may work in Excel to scale the arrays to have the same average 
expression values of all genes and manually divide two columns to get fold changes 
between samples. Pay attention to the absolute values of the two samples. E.g. when one 
expression value is small (< 50) and another is large (>500), or both expression values 
are large, the fold change is most reliable.
 
Combine sub-arrays for analysis 
 
Since arrays for each sub-array type are normalized among themselves, the expression 
values for each probe set are comparable across samples. We can row-wise combine the 
probe sets of the sub-chips using the following steps.
 
1. Open a group of subA arrays (clear the “Gene Information File” in the “Analysis/
Open Group/other information” dialog to make the output not having gene descriptions, 
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or delete the gene description columns in the export file to confirm to the “Get external 
data” format ). In the “Export data” dialog, select arrays to be exported, check “has 
absolute call” and “has standard error”, click OK to export the data (assuming the output 
file is 11kA.xls).
 
2. Do the same for a group of subB arrays, but make sure the columns (arrays) 
correspond to 11kA.xls (assuming the output file is 11kB.xls).
 
[New] For the second sub-array, you can check “Tools/Export expression value/Append 
to this file” to append the output data to an existing data file of the first sub-array. The 
array list file used should be the same or have the same array ordering for the existing 
file and the data to be exported. This is useful for combining the data of sub-arrays.
 
3. Open 11ka.xls and 11kb.xls, copy all the data in 11kb.xls except the first “array name” 
row, and paste it into 11kA.xls file starting from the last blank row. Save 11ka.xls using 
Text (tab delimited) format, ignoring warning message by clicking “Yes”.
 
4. Close groups in dChip. Select “Analysis/Get External Data”, choose “data file” to be 
11ka.xls, check “has absolute call” and “has standard error”. The data will be read in. 
 
5. Do clustering or comparing samples as usual. Currently the maximum number of 
genes dChip 1.1 can read in is 23000 (65000 in dChip 1.3). So you may need to first use 
“Compare Samples”, “Filter genes” or “Clustering/Export Selected” to get a subset of 
gene names. Then use such files as “Gene list file” in the “Tools/Export Data/Expression 
values” dialog to export only the data for the filtered genes for each sub chip type, and 
then combine data files for dChip to read in.
 
6. Gene information files for the two sub-chips can be combined row-wise (save as tab-
delimited text format) and specified at “Analysis/Get external data/Other information/
Gene information file”. A better way is to use the “Tools/Make gene information” 
function, which can accept a combined CSV files of sub-arrays made by using Windows 
“Command Prompt” command such as “copy HG-U133?_annot.csv HG-U133.csv” (do 
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not replace “?” by A or B; “?” represents any character in the command.). Directly 
copying and pasting the two CSV files in text editor or Excel can change the CSV file 
format and should not be used.
 
Combine HG_U95A and V2 arrays at the CEL file level
 
There are 26 HG_U95A-only probe sets and 25 HG_U95AV2-only probe sets. The rest 
common 12600 probe sets assumably have the same probe sequences and chip locations 
(confirmed by visually checking dChip “Image View”, “Data View” and CDF files, also 
see Affymetrix’s description). When CDF file “HG_U95AV2.cdf” and a probe set mask 
file “hg_u95av2 probe set mask.txt” (save the file exactly as the same name) are 
specified at “Analysis/Open group/Other information” dialog, dChip will also read in 
HG_U95A arrays. The subsequent normalization and model-based expression 
procedures are performed as usual, only on the 12600 common probe sets.
 
(Updated 11/8/04, 9/21/05, 10/5/05)
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Designing microarray experiments
 

Randomize samples
 
To minimize experimental variation, it is desirable to have the same person perform all 
the experiments in the same microarray core facility. However if an experiment involves 
many samples we have to do them on different days. Arrays generated at different days 
may have “batch difference”, since different reagents are used to amplify and label the 
samples. This may be detected by unsupervised clustering. Although “Array list file” can 
be used to alleviate the situation, it is better to consider such effects before doing 
experiment. For example, if an experiment compares two conditions with multiple 
samples in each condition, it is less desirable to have all samples of condition A 
amplified and hybridized in one day, and all samples of condition B done in another day. 
In such case even if batch effects happen, we cannot tell since they are mixed with real 
biological variations that we are interested in. Thus it is more reasonable to consider a 
balanced design where samples of all conditions are randomly distributed into different 
sample amplification and hybridization days. 
 
Replicate samples
 
Another way to reduce the experimental variation is to have replicate samples. If 
variations are introduced in an unbiased manner in the experimental or analysis steps 
after the replication point, averaging the final expression values can better estimate the 
“expression level” at the replication point (variance of the average is inversely 
proportional to the number of replicates). Replicates can be done from early point to late 
point following this rough scale: different individuals (cell line strains), independently 
grown cell lines (pure strain animals), different tissue sample from the same individual, 
split tissue samples, split mRNA, split IVT, and scanning one array multiple times. We 
have observed that replicates at split-IVT level usually agree well in terms of expression 
values and cluster very tightly. Therefore such replications may not help us to better 
estimate and reduce the variation introduced before the IVT-splitting point.
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The practical choice of the point of replication should suit experimental purpose. For 
example, when an investigator only has very small amount of RNA, the choices are 
using double-round amplification (which may have 5' bias) or pooling RNA from 
different animals in the same litter. Pooling more samples is good as long as the gene 
expression variation among the pooled animals is expected to be smaller than the gene 
expression difference among the studied biological conditions, but this choice may be 
more expensive. Even when the sample amount is enough, the choice exists between 
whether to process the sample of each animal and hybridize it to a different array, or 
pool the sample of different animals first and then split the pooled samples into several 
aliquots, and do IVT and hybridization separately into replicate arrays. This situation is 
more complex and the answer is probably dependent on specific experiment (the number 
of replicates, what point to replicate and pool, and the variation of genes at these points).
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Interface with R software
 
If you wish to use dChip functions calling R (such as Normalization plot and Linear 
discriminant analysis), you need to install the R and R-COM software. This is optional and 
skipping the following steps will not affect the main functions of dChip.

Installation of R and R-COM software 
 
dChip utilizes the R (http://www.r-project.org/, Ihaka and Gentleman 1996), a statistical 
software package and language as the engine for several computing and graphic tasks. R-COM 
(Neuwirth and Baier 2001) is an interface software written by Thomas Baier for using R in 
other software (please also cite these two references if results obtained by dChip R-interface 
are used in manuscripts). Follow these steps to install the R and R-COM software:
 
• Install R. The R interface is not tested on R later than version 1.6 and does not work with the 
latest R. You best try it with R 1.6. At the “Select Components” dialog you may only select 
“main files”. Start R through “Start/Programs/R” to confirm R is installed properly; later on 
dChip will automatically start R. For R-COM to run properly, you may need to restart the 
computer after installing R for it to add registry key of R path to Windows.
• Install R-COM: download and unzip R-COM binary files into a directory (can be the same 
directory as dchip.exe), and double-click setup.bat to setup R-COM (not much outputs). If this 
does not install R-COM properly, please refer to the original R-COM setup page.

• In dChip, check the “Analysis/Open group/Options/Analysis/Show ‘R View’ icon” option.  
 
The R view 
 
Click the “R command” button in the left panel to activate the “R view”: 
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There is an R command box and R output box, so general R commands such as “plot(1:10)” 
can be typed in and run. Commands such as “rownames(object)” do not return anything, and 
one should use “print(rownames(object))” instead. Here are some R codes useable in the R 
command box. 
 
The “Get expression” button will export all the expression values into an R matrix with the 
name same as the dChip group name (“puneet” in the picture below). Then several R 
commands can be used, for example, to generate pair-wise scatter-plots between arrays. Since 
R doesn’t allow a variable name starting with numbers (e.g. “20burn”), one needs to specify an 
alternative group name (e.g. burn20) at “Analysis/Open group” in such case.
 
(Updated 10/14/04, 10/1/05)
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dChip: Normalize arrays
 
Invariant Set normalization                 Normalization plot                  Normalize different 
tissue types
 
Related resources: Affymetrix Data Analysis Fundamentals, Low-level analysis 
workshop: 2001, 2003, Probe-level analysis (John Weinstein lab)
 
Since scanned images may have different overall brightness, generally the normalization 
is needed to adjust the brightness of the arrays to comparable level. dChip needs to 
normalize arrays at PM and MM probe level before computing model-based expression 
levels. This is because MAS analyzes one array at a time thus we can scale or normalize 
the Signal or Average Difference of different arrays after computing them; while model-
based method assumes the arrays are already at comparable brightness. However, there 
is also danger of introducing artifacts if normalization is not done reasonably (one can 
check the normalization curve at "Image/Normalization plot". If the amplification and 
scanning steps are controlled well and in the "Array summary file" the median intensities 
of arrays are close, one may skip the normalization step and perform "Model-based 
expression" directly.
 
The PM/MM Data View (see below) can best be looked at after normalization. 
Otherwise, during animation it is not difficult to find probe sets where the MM curves 
jump up and down for the same probe set, indicating possible different overall 
background brightness of different arrays.
 
Click the “Analysis” icon in the left pane to activate the “Analysis” menu. Select menu 
item “Analysis/Normalize” to bring up the normalization dialog:
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By default an array with median overall intensity is chosen as the baseline array against 
which other arrays are normalized at probe intensity level. In the dialog we can specify a 
different array as the baseline, if by checking array images or outlier image we find the 
default baseline array has problems (due to contamination or bad hybridization). If 
normalization has been performed dChip will use existing normalized CEL intensities in 
DCP files (a “Normalized” mark will be shown in the lower right corner). Check “Ignore 
normalized data” to have dChip always do normalization. Click “OK” to perform 
normalization and in the output we can read how many PM probes are selected in the 
“Invariant set” to determine the normalization curve, and the median probe intensity 
before and after normalization (data courtesy of Leighton Stein):
 
{Normalize arrays using baseline: 1C...
  Baseline chip
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    Accessing 'C:\tmp\leighton\1C.dcp' (file format 3) 
  1C
    Accessing 'C:\tmp\leighton\1C.dcp' (file format 3) 
    Do not normalize the baseline array (Median intensity 135)
  1E
    Accessing 'C:\tmp\leighton\1E.dcp' (file format 3) 
    Searching Invariant-set: 9434
    Normalizing CEL: 280000
    Median intensity: 134 -> 131
  3C
    Accessing 'C:\tmp\leighton\3C.dcp' (file format 3) 
    Searching Invariant-set: 1567
    Normalizing CEL: 280000
    Median intensity: 75 -> 146
  3E
    Accessing 'C:\tmp\leighton\3E.dcp' (file format 3) 
    Searching Invariant-set: 12230
    Normalizing CEL: 280000
    Median intensity: 202 -> 140
 
  Calculating background...
Finished in 0 minutes 9 seconds}

 
Depending on the overall brightness of the baseline array, we will get different 
expression indexes in the “Analysis/Model-based expression” step if a different baseline 
array is used. But the fold change of the same gene in two arrays will not be affected 
dramatically since its expressions in both arrays are adjusted to the same baseline array.
 
Invariant Set normalization
 
The Invariant Set Normalization method is used (see Li and Wong 2001b page 9, section 
“Normalization of arrays based on an ‘invariant set’ for more details), which chooses a 
subset of PM probes with small within-subset rank difference in the two arrays, to serve 
as the basis for fitting a normalization curve. The fitted curve is the running median 
curve in the scatterplot of probe intensities of two arrays (with the baseline array on Y-
axis and the array to be normalized on X-axis). In the prototype S-PLUS implementation 
the cubic B-spline smoothing was tried: lines(smooth.spline(normalize$V1, normalize
$V3,spar=.005),col=7); both are intended for fitting a reasonably smoothing curve 
through the scatterplot of the two arrays (smoothing parameters are chosen empirically 
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by visually checking). When fitting the running median curve at the two ends, 5% of the 
“invariant” points are used to fit a ray at one end fixed (Version 1.0 uses 1⁄300 of the 
“invariant” points); this makes the high-end normalization relationship more smooth and 
robust. The final running median curve is a piece-wise linear curve.
 
Then the normalization transformation is done for all the points (probes) in the array on 
X-axis (Y-axis is the baseline array and is not changed). To get the normalized value of a 
point which has particular intensity value on the X-axis, we drop an imagined vertical 
line passing this point, and use the Y-axis value of the intersection point of this line and 
the fitted curve as the normalized value. The normalized probe values beyond the range 
[0, 65535] are truncated at the boundaries. The total effect if normalization is a rotation 
and straightening of the scatter plot, so it better centers around the diagonal line y = x.
 
Normalization plot
 
[New] [Use dChip version 10/12/05+]: “Image/Normalization Plot” is implemented 
within dChip without calling R. They can be viewed during normalization as well by 
checking “Analysis/Normalize/View normalization plot”.
 
When in the “Image View” (where an array image is displayed), one can use “Image/
Normalization plot” (Installation of R software is needed) to view the normalization 
scatter plot between the current array and the baseline array:
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If the current array has been normalized, dChip uses its baseline array; otherwise the 
array with the median overall intensity is used as the baseline array. On clicking OK, the 
invariant set is computed and a scatterplot is displayed by R (may take 10 seconds):
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In the plot, each point represents PM or MM probe values in the two arrays. The blue 
line is the diagonal line y=x, the red circles are the probes selected in the “Invariant set”, 
and the green curve is the running median normalization curve based on the “Invariant 
set”. Usually the deviation of the blue line and the green curve indicates the need for 
normalization (that is, one array is brighter than the other). In V1.3+, one can also plot 
the normalized values on the X-axis by checking the option “Use normalized values to 
view the result after normalization”, and expect the invariant set and normalization curve 
largely overlap with the diagonal line. 
 
When the Invariant Set is small or the high-end points are sparse, the running-median 
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curve used by “Analysis/Normalize” may not perform well (can be checked in the 
normalization plot). One may normalize such arrays individually using the smoothing 
spline method. This requires the baseline array to be already selected (recorded in DCP 
file) by performing “Analysis/Normalize” once. Then for individual arrays, run “Image/
Normalization Plot” and check the “Use smoothing spline to normalize” option to fit a 
smoothing spline through the “Invariant Set” points as the normalization curve. If this 
gives reasonable result, one can also check “Use and save normalized values” to save the 
normalized values based on the smoothing spline in the DCP file. Afterwards “Analysis/
Model-based expression” can be performed as usual.
 
Normalize different tissue types

It has been observed that when an experiment contains various tissue types, normalizing 
all arrays together may reduce the similarity among the same tissue type at the 
expression index level (Xuemin Fang, pers. comm.). The likely cause is the wide 
scattering when plotting data for two tissues against each other, and there are not enough 
points centering around the diagonal line to form a convincing normalization curve, 
especially at high-end (see normalization plot blow, left: same tissue, right: different 
tissue; data courtesy of Andrea Richardson and Nikhil Munshi). Thus the normalization 
between different tissues may not work well and may introduce additional variation. 
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If by looking at such normalization plot, the scattering is large between different tissues 
or conditions (e.g. correlation <0.5), one can choose to only normalize arrays within 
tissue types or conditions. Open the “array summary file” (under the “Analysis Icon” on 
the left), pick out a baseline array for each tissue type such that these baseline arrays 
have close median intensity, and then normalize arrays in each tissue type against its 
own baseline array. This requires putting different tissues in different dChip groups (e.g. 
create a subdirectory for each tissue type) to normalize, but finally read in all DCP files 
into a single group (along with the normalized expression values) for model-based 
expression and higher-level analysis. This is important because if we perform MBEI 
separately for different groups, different groups may base the MBEI on different subset 
of probes of the same probe set at the outlier detection step, thus making MBEI not 
comparable across groups.

[V1.3+] If the baseline array of each group do not have similar median intensity, “Image/
Scale CEL value” can be used to scale (multiply a constant value) the unnormalized CEL 
values in an array so that the median intensity is a particular value.  

Also see tissue effect for considerations when computing model-based expression for 
different tissue types.

[Analysis example] The two arrays in the figure below have the same median probe 
intensity 150, but the scatterplot deviates from the diagonal line and thus they cannot be 
used as baseline array for normalizing two groups separately. Otherwise the arrays in 
one group are normalized to be brighter than the arrays in another group and can create 
very unbalanced comparison results. Here the correlation coefficient is 0.866 and it is ok 
to normalize all arrays together (Data courtesy of Keith Crist).
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(Updated 10/12/05)
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View array image
 
Export image                                        Export CEL file                                     Handle image 
contamination
 
Click the “CEL Image” icon in the left pane to expand the blue image icons for arrays. Click 
an array name on the left pane to display its image (this step may be performed before 
“Analysis/Normalize”):
 

        
 
Since the displaying dynamic range is from the 1%-qauntile (below this intensity the color is 
black) to the 95%-qauntile (beyond this intensity the color is the brightest yellow) of all PM 
and MM probe intensities in the array, images for different arrays have similar overall 
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brightness visually, regardless of the actual brightness of a scanned image. 
 
Click inside the array image to activate the “Image View”. The blinking blue bar (or the 
scattered blinking CELs) indicates the “current” probe set. Click other image areas or use the 
“Home” and “End” keys to highlight other probe sets. In the bottom status bar some 
information is displayed: the array name, the current probe set name (with number of probe 
pairs and the presence call), the intensity value at the current cursor position, and whether the 
current CEL data is normalized or not. Press “Enter” or select the menu “View/PM/MM Data” 
to view the data for the current probe set. 
 
Use the arrow keys to zoom in and out the array image: “Right” or “Down” keys for larger 
image and “Left” or “Up” keys for smaller image. Here is an enlarged image of the PM and 
MM features of a probe set:
 

 
 
The newer chips have the “distributed probe set format”, where the probe pairs of the same 
probe set are scattered into the various places on the chip. This is to prevent a local image 
contamination to completely destroy the PM and MM information of a probe set. Toggle the 
menu “Image/Probe Together” (“Image/Unscrambled” in V1.2-) to reorganize the chip layout 
so the probe pairs for the same probe set appear adjacent in the array image.
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Export image
 
In the dChip graphic views such as “CEL Image view” and “PM/MM data view”, the images 
can be saved by the “View/Export Image” menu. The BMP format has better quality, and the 
JPG format has smaller file size. In addition, EMF (Windows Enhanced Metafile) format is a 
vector format and can be enlarged without losing resolution, thus suitable for publication 
quality. These exported image files can be viewed by Microsoft Paint (BMP format) or 
Internet Explorer (JPG format), or inserted in Word or PowerPoint files by “Insert/Picture/
From file” (all formats).
 
To convert dChip exported EMF files into EPS format, one may try the following by using 
Adobe Acrobat and Adobe Illustrator: (1) “Insert/Picture/From file” the EMF file into Word; 
(2) In Word, use “File/Print” and select Printer Name as “Acrobat PDFWriter” to crate a PDF 
file; (3) Use Adobe Illustrator to open the PDF file, may do some editing, and then save into 
AI or EPS format. Alternatively in step (2) one may use the Word “Print” and check “Print to 
file” (rename the file extension to .PS) to write a PS file, but this file may be in black and 
white and cannot be edited in Adobe Illustrator.
 
In V1.3+, one may also check the “Copy to clipboard” option in “View/Export image” to copy 
the image to the clipboard in BMP or EMF format.
 
Export CEL file
 
After Image contamination correction or normalization, one may use “Image/Export CEL” to 
export probe level data of one or all arrays into CEL files.  If model-based expressions have 
been calculated, the single outliers and array outliers will be recorded in the [OUTLIERS] 
section of the CEL file. One can check the option “Export probe set name, probe pair order and 
PM/MM indication” to export additional data columns correlating a probe cell to its 
corresponding probe sets.
 
The dChip-generated CEL file does not have the standard deviation and number of pixel 
information in the original CEL file. As a result Affymetrix MAS5 software cannot recognize 
dChip-generated CEL files. 
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Image contamination correction
 
Some images may have obvious local contaminations (left picture). If not handled properly 
such contamination can affect downstream normalization and expression level comparison. 
Assuming the contamination is “additive” on the true signals and bahave like a semi-
transparent layer (more discussion in Schadt et al. 2000), we implemented the image gradient 
correction algorithm in dChip. In “CEL Image” view (check “Use unnormalized data” when 
“Open Group”, uncheck “Image/Unscrambled”), one can use right-click (left-click to cancel, 
double-right-click to end) to outline a contaminated image region (left picture):
 

 
then select “Image/Gradient Correction” to adjust the background brightness of this region to a 
similar level as the background of the surrounding region. The background of a CEL is defined 
as the median of the CEL values in the 7*7 square centering around this CEL, and is calculated 
for CELs in the outlined region as well as the surrounding region extending out by 7 CELs 
(middle picture). Then a CEL value in the outlined contaminated region is adjusted by the 
difference between its background and the median background of the extended surrounding 
region (right picture). 
 
When the contamination totally disguises the real signals (left picture):
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 we may use “Image/Replace Value” to replace each CEL value in the outlined region by the 
median value of this CEL in all other arrays (right picture). 
 
Select “Undo Last” to reverse the last “Gradient Correction” or “Replace Value” operation, 
and “Save DCP file” to store the corrected image back into DCP files. Re-normalizing arrays 
(check “ignore the normalized data” in the “Analysis/Normalize” dialog) is needed, especially 
after the baseline array is corrected.
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View PM/MM data
 
Model fitting and outlier indication                                  Display relative probe position     
Export probe data
 
It is a useful practice to view the probe level PM and MM data to confirm the expression 
changes reported by high-level analysis such as clustering or sample comparison; since outlier 
data points may lead to erroneous expression values. Click the “PM/MM Data” icon in the left 
pane (or select the menu View/PM/MM Data or simply press Enter at “Image View”) to view 
the probe level data for the current probe set in the current array, as well as the model-based 
expression indexes (θ), probe sensitivity indexes (φ) and fitted values (red curve):
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There are 6 grids in this "PM/MM Data View”. Let us use (x, y) to denote different grids, with 
(1, 1) the upper-left grid and (2, 3) the lower-right grid. Grid (1, 1) displays the PM and MM 
data in blue and green curves, with the x-axis ordering probe sets from 1 to 20, and y-axis for 
probe intensities with range (0, 2686). Grid (1, 2) is the PM/MM difference curve, the 
horizontal blue line is y=0. Grid (1, 3) overlays red fitted curve (Li and Wong 2001a) to the 
blue PM/MM difference curve, and also shows the residual curve in light gray. From this pane 
we can also read that the explained energy is 97.21% after fitting the model to the PM/MM 
difference data of this probe set (a data table of 4 arrays by 20 probes), and it takes 3 rounds of 
iteration for model fitting and outlier identification. Here we found 0 array outlier, 0 probe 
outlier and 0 single outliers. Grid (2, 1) is the intensity image of the current probe set in current 
array, and the intensity values are displayed such that the images for the same probe set across 
all arrays are comparable. Recall that in the “CEL image view” all probe cells in the same 
array are displayed comparable, and the same probe set may look different in “CEL image 
view” or “Data view”.
 
Click anywhere in the right pane to activate the “PM/MM Data View”. Use key “PageDown” 
and “PageUp” to go to the data view of this probe set in other arrays. Select “Data/Animate” to 
sequentially displays data curves for the current probe set in different arrays, by the order of 
fitted θ values. Select “Data/Pause” to stop animation, “Data/Faster/Slower” for different 
speed. In this way we can visualize how PM and MM responses increase as mRNA level in the 
sample increases. Viewing such animation is instrumental in the development of our model in 
Li and Wong 2001a. 
 
Press “Home” and “End” key to go to the previous or the next probe set. Generally it is only 
interesting to look at probe sets called “present” across more than half of the arrays. Toggle 
menu item “Data/Jump to Present” for “Home” and “End” keys to go through each probe set 
or jump to “Present” probe sets. To find a particular probe set, select “View/Find Gene” to 
search by probe set name or by keywords using match patterns. 
 
One can choose “Data/Next model” to switch to PM-only model (indicated in grid (2, 1)), and 
the background values are plotted as a largely flat light curve. 
 
Model fitting and outlier indication 
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Grid (2, 2) displays the scatterplot of the standard error of θ, versus θ (Model-Based 
Expression Values, MBEI). From Li and Wong 2001a (page 2, the formula just below equation 
[3]), we see that the model-based expression values are weighted average of PM-MM (or PM) 
values, with larger weights (φ’s) given to sensitive (responding) probes, and non-responsive 
probes with small φ’s are down-weighted or ignored in the MBEI. The probe sensitivity 
indexes (φ’s) are estimated from all arrays from a group and should be reliable when a gene is 
present in at least several arrays. 
 
The model is fitted on the fly for the current probe set in “PM/MM Data View”, using 
unnormalized or normalized probe data. But to perform “Analysis/Model-based expression” 
for all probe sets, normalization is desired to be performed first. In Grid (2, 2), the black dot 
represents the current array, and its value (709, 10) is displayed.  Grid (2, 3) displays the 
sactterplot of the standard error of φ (has range (0, 0.19) in this case), versus φ (probe 
sensitivity parameter). The value of standard error of φ is also shown as vertical blue line in 
Grid (1, 1) to (1, 3): probes with larger standard errors behave inconsistently with the 
remaining probes across arrays. 
 
The outlier detection method described in Li and Wong 2001a is used by the model fitting 
procedure to identify array, probe and single outliers. Array outliers refer to an unusual probe 
response pattern (the connected PM, MM or PM/MM difference curve) in one array, which is 
different from the probe response pattern seen in most arrays. It can be the result of image 
contamination or saturated PM or MM signals. Probe outliers are most likely due to cross-
hybridization to non-target genes. Single outlier are usually caused by image spikes only 
affecting one probe in one array.
 
Here are several visual clues in grid (1, 3) indicating different outliers handled in the modeling. 
Single outliers do not have small circles (see two black arrows), meaning their values are 
replaced by imputed values (red curve), thus leading to large residuals (these “imputed” 
residuals are treated as 0 when calculating standard errors of expression levels or probe 
sensitivity indexes (θ and φ in Li and Wong 2001a, the picture is for another probe set). Probe 
outliers do not have fitted red curves at that probe location for all arrays (see the arrow). The 
data coming from this probe is not used to estimate θ (expression index) parameters, although 
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φ value and standard error for this probe are still calculated using the trained θ’s. Similarly, an 
array-outlier does not have fitted red curves for all probes in that array. This means that probe 
response pattern of this probe set in the current array is inconsistent with the patterns seen in 
other array for the same probe set (may be due to image contamination). Although an 
expression value θ is calculated for such “array-outlier”, it will be attached with large standard 
error indicating it is not reliable.
 

 
Although not shown in this example, if occurred in grid (2, 2) and (2, 3), the vertical green 
lines indicate zero value position for θ or φ, and blue circles represent array outliers or probe 
outliers which are not used to train the model. After model fitting, the values and standard 
errors of excluded probes or arrays are still calculated, using the estimated θ and φ parameters, 
but their unreliability is indicated by large standard errors.
 
Display relative probe position in a probe set
 
Early CDF files also has information of probe positions in the reference sequence; if such CDF 
file is used, checking “Data/Probe Position” can display the relative probe positions along the 
X-axis in grid (1, 1) to (1, 3):
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[V1.2+] In addition, Affymetrix has also provided the probe sequence and probe position 
information for each array type on their download center (need a free account to access). One 
can download and unzip the “Probe tabular” file into the same directory as the corresponding 
CDF file. The probe tabular file name replaces “.cdf” in the CDF file name with 
“_probe_tab” (e.g. “HG-U133A_probe_tab”; if needed rename the probe tabular file name), 
and dChip will read in the relative probe positions in this file after extracting the CDF file. The 
probe positions are relative to the reference sequence of the probe set. If “Data/Probe position” 
is checked, Grid (1, 2) will display the range of the x-axis in basepair. In the above picture, the 
distance in basepair between the leftmost probe and the rightmost probe is 154.
 
Export probe data

A user can use “Tools/Export probe set” (“Data/Export Probe Set” for Version 1.0) to export 
the probe-level data in all arrays for the current probe set or a list of probe sets, for analysis 
and visualization in other statistical software such as S-PLUS. The order of arrays in the 
“Array” column of the output file is the same as in the "array summary file" written at the 
"Open group" step, except starting from 0 instead of 1. Check “Output CEL position of PM 
probe” to export the x and y positions of the PM probe in the CEL file; the paired MM probe 
has the same x position and pm.y + 1 as the y position since MM probe is one row below the 
paired PM probe.

If "Tools/Options/Model/Method used" is "PM-only model", this function exports the 
background-subtracted probe values. If it is “PM/MM difference model”, the PM and MM 
probe value without background adjustment are exported. The exported probe values are 
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normalized if “Normalized” indicator is on in the lower-right corner of the dChip window. To 
export the unnormalized raw probe data as in the CEL files, one can check “Open group/Read 
unnormalized probe data” to open a group, and select "Tools/Options/Model/Method used/PM/
MM difference model" before exporting data.

The data image can be exported by the “View/Export Image” menu. After using “Analysis/
Model-based expression value” to fit the model for all probe sets, the identified outliers can 
also be exported.
 
(Updated 10/29/04)
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Calculate model-based expression values
 
Truncate or log transform                     Array outlier and outlier array              Tissue effect 
Probe sensitivity index file                 Export expression values                    Compare with 
MAS
 
The model-based expression values in grid (2, 2) of “PM/MM Data View” are calculated on 
the fly and not stored. To fit the model for all the probe sets and store the results into DCP 
files, select the menu “Analysis/Model-based Expression”:
 

 
By default no checkbox option is checked. Check “Ignore existing calculated expressions” to 
always re-calculate model-based expression instead of reading the existing values from DCP 
files. If needed click the “Options” button to specify to use “PM/MM difference model” or 
“PM-only model”, and whether to perform the outlier detection procedure (the default is PM-
only model with outlier detection): 
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Click OK to proceed and get an output similar to this:
 
{Model-based expression
  Obtain model-based expression values...
    Probe set 7128
  Saving expressions into dChip files...
    Read in existing DCP file
      ...   
    Read in existing DCP file
 
  Writing array summary file D:\out\dan arrays.xls
 
  Check CEL images for quality information
Finished in 00 hours 03 minutes}

 
The “array summary file” has an icon in the left pane, either click the icon or open the file by 
Excel:
 
Number Array File Name Median 

Intensity
P call % Array outlier 

%
Single outlier % Warning

1130a …… 702 20.4236 5.34437 0.538363*
2130b  728 28.2929 1.78146 0.207117 
3130c  658 25.9644 1.61313 0.258187 
4130d  557 24.5616 2.04797 0.223431 
5CA-C  1510 28.7698 0.60317 0.100721 
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6CA-H  2154 30.7336 0.617197 0.158884 
7CA-HR  1817 35.7133 0.490952 0.107814 
8CA-R  1560 25.3472 0.462898 0.0985935 
9PC-C subA  1979 37.9857 0.50498 0.11278 

10PC-H subA  1509 32.5431 0.645252 0.100721 
 
Some statistics from model-fitting are reported here (in this example 24 arrays are used, 
including the previous 4 arrays): the percentage of probe sets called “Array-outlier” in one 
array, the percentage of “probe pairs” called “Single-outlier” in one array. 
 
The computed expression values for one array are saved in the corresponding DCP file, 
which also contain both unnormalized and normalized probe level data for this array. If one 
would like to perform several variation of the analysis (e.g. normalization using different 
baseline array, compute expression values with different options) and keep the results under 
these different analysis schemes, one can specify alternative Working Directory at “Open 
Group” ("Tools/options/analysis" and check "Search and save DCP files in the working 
directory") to save the DCP files containing new results in a separate directory. To load the 
results of different analysis schemes, the corresponding Working Directory needs to be 
specified at “Open group”. 
 
For a group of arrays, “Analysis/Normalize” and “Analysis/Model-based expression” only 
need to be performed once, unless outlier arrays are identified or some arrays are not of the 
interest at a later time (even then one can use “Tools/Array list file” to exclude these arrays). 
The next time one “Open group”, the normalized CEL values and the calculated expression 
values will be also be read in, and the high-level analysis such as clustering can be directly 
performed. The lower-right corner of dChip has “Normalized” and “Modelled” to indicate 
these two procedures have been performed.
 
Select “Analysis/Model-based Expression/Options/Method used: Average Difference” to use 
Average Difference method to compute expression values or signal. No outlier detection is 
performed, and the standard error is the standard deviation of PM/MM differences divided 
by the square root of the number of probe used. This method is faster than model-based 
method to obtain expression values.
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Truncate or log transform expression values
 
Negative average differences or model-based expression indexes (MBEI) reflect that the 
signals are not specific (MM > PM and this is more likely to be due to cross-hybridization), 
and they are not biologically meaningful and can not be taken log transformation. MBEI are 
computed using non-crosshybridizing and probe pairs with consistent positive PM/MM 
difference by iterative fitting method, thus resulting fewer negative expression values. 
 
The downstream “Clustering” or “Compare samples” analysis use the negative values as 
they are, except when calculating fold changes negative expressions are truncate to 1. One 
may also truncate the expression values right after the MBEI is calculated (may need to 
check “Ignore existing calculated expressions” to redo the “Model-based expression 
calculation”). Small or negative expression values can be truncated to a fixed value (e.g. 0), 
or to a certain percentile (e.g. 10%) of the all the expression values that are called “Absent”. 
The standard errors are set to 0 for the truncated expression values, and this will affect later 
“confidence interval of fold change” and “resample clustering” functions.
 
Check “Apply log x transform” to log transform the expression values (In V1.3+, check 
“Tools/Options/Analysis/ Log x transform expression values” and redo “Analysis/Open 
group” if needed). This leads to compressed dynamic range of the expression values and 
easier interpreting of fold changes in both directions. The standard errors are set to 0 for the 
log-transformed expression values. A “Logged” indicator at the lower-right corner indicates 
that the log-transformed expression values are being used. In V1.3+, only the original 
expression values are stored in the DCP files, and they are log transformed at the “Analysis/
Open group” step.
 
The base of log transformation can be set for convenient interpretation. For example, a log-
transformed value of 2 refers to the original expression 4 when the base is 2 and 100 when 
the base is 10. Since log10(x) = log2(x) * log10(2), the log ratio between two samples differ 
by a constant for two bases: log10(x/y) = log10(x) - log10(y) = log2(x/y) * log10(2). Some 
threshold values at "Compare samples" and "Filter genes" should be set in the corresponding 
log-transfromed scale (e.g. set log10(2) = 0.301 as the threshold for a 2 fold change when 
the base is 10).
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The Affymetrix MAS 5 software has “Signal” as all-positive expression values. In V1.1+, 
the PM-only model (set at “Tools/Options/Model”) will also generate all-positive MBEI. By 
default dChip does not log-transform or truncate, and uses the PM-only model. Once may 
vary these settings and compare the results on his own data.
 
Array outlier and outlier array
Related links: Array outlier image library (Ben Bolstad)
 
When fitting the model to a probe set, dChip uses the outlier detection algorithm to detect 
array-outliers for this probe set. The array-outliers are the arrays whose probe response 
pattern for this probe set is different from the consensus probe response pattern seen in most 
arrays. After the model is fitted for all probe sets by “Analysis/Model-based expression”, the 
percentage of probe sets called as array-outlier in one array is reported as “array outlier 
percentage”. If this percentage exceeds 5% in an array, the array is called as an “outlier 
array”. For such “outlier arrays”, A “*” is shown in the “Warning” column of “array 
summary file”, and the corresponding array icon in the left pane become dark blue, 
indicating potential image contamination or sample hybridization problem of these arrays:
 

 
A user is encouraged to click image icons to visually check the image after model-based 
expression calculation. These images will have “array-outlier” (white bars) and “single-
outlier” (pink dots) superimposed (menu “Image/Array Outlier” to hide or show outlier bars 
on the image):
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Array-outliers may be due to regional image contamination such as the scratches in the right 
side of the above array. Thus the expression values calculated for the affected probe sets 
should not be trusted. Probe sets identified as “array-outliers” are tagged and whose 
expression value can be treated as missing data in clustering or exported data file (by 
checking “Tools/Options/Analysis/Treating outlier expression as missing values”). The 
array-outliers are also attached with large standard errors (in fact this is why they are 
identified as array-outliers). In the down-stream analysis, the standard errors are used as 
measurement accuracy and the array-outliers are down-weighted. The examples are down-
weighting unreliable expression values (array-outliers) when pooling replicates, or 
producing wider confidence interval of unreliable fold changes (see Compare samples). 
Single-outliers (such as image-spikes) have been replaced by imputed values in the model-
fitting and their adverse effects have been eliminated. 
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Affymetrix MAS software uses the percentage of probe sets called present (usually 30%-
50%) in an array, 5’ to 3’ ratio (to validate the IVT procedure) and the signal to background 
ratio as quality control assessment. dChip cross-references one array with other arrays 
through modeling approach to identify problematic arrays. Having fewer outliers is a sign of 
better array quality and more consistency with other arrays. Arrays with large number of 
array/single outliers (> 5%) deserves special attention. This can be due image contamination 
or that the sample was contaminated at some experimental stages or a wrong chip was 
hybridized to the sample. A visually clean chip may have a lot of array-outlier. 

It is recommended to discard arrays with large number of array-outliers (> 15%). To do this 
we can either physically remove the CEL or DCP files from the directory and then redo the 
normalization and mdoel-based expression using only the good arrays, or de-select these 
arrays in the “Tools/Array list file” to exclude them from the high-level analysis. The “array-
outliers” do not affect the expression index calculation in other good arrays since they are 
excluded during iterative model fitting. But the first approach is safer since an “outlier array” 
may be used as the baseline array for normalization (in this case it’s better to redo 
normalization and MBEI using another baseline array). If the image contamination is severe 
in one array but using the array data is still desirable, The image contamination correction 
may be used to alleviate the situation. 
 
Tissue effect

Sometime large number of array-outliers may due to biological differences or treatment 
effects. For example, a probe set may have different probe patterns in different tissues due to 
differential cross-hybridization (a cross-hybridizing gene is present in one array set but not 
in the other), alternative splicing/SNPs, or array batch manufacture differences (also see the 
section “Probe-sensitivity indexes are stable across tissues types” in Li and Wong 2001b). 
When fitting the model using arrays having different responding patterns, the final probe-
sensitive indexes (φ's) will be mainly determined by the tissue having the majority of arrays, 
or a compromise of the patterns in several tissues. In the former case the arrays for the 
tissues hybridized to a minority of arrays may have many array-outliers and be identified as 
outlier-arrays. Another example is that a treatment causes some genes to be highly expressed 
and have the probe response pattern but the gene is absent in the control samples. If only a 
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few treatments arrays are analyzed with a large number of control arrays, the treatment 
arrays may be identified outlier-arrays. In such cases, one may try first combine them to see 
if for many probe sets the two tissues give different patterns, then make decisions whether to 
combine them. Also see normalizing different tissues.

Although the real biology effect identified as array-outliers generally have the expression 
values correctly large, in such cases one may turn-off the array outlier detection at “Tools/
Options/Model/Check array outlier” before “Analysis/Model-based expression”, so that real 
probe response patterns in a minority of arrays are not regarded as array outliers and used for 
fitting φ values [V1.2+]. Alternatively, one can check “Tools/Options/Model/Do not call all 
replicate arrays as array outlier" and then specify an array list file with replicate separators to 
discard array outliers called in all replicates of a tissue type, since this is the real biology 
effect [V1.3+]. After the expression values are computed the array list file can be unselected 
or specified differently.

Probe sensitivity index file

Sometimes it is desirable to save the probe sensitivity indexes (PSI, or φ’s) for all probe sets 
after the model fitting. For example, a researcher may have only a few arrays (< 5) to train 
the PSI parameters and wants to benefit from the PSI parameters trained on a large number 
of arrays having the same chip type and hybridized to similar tissue/cell lines from other 
sources. This is also useful when expression values of an initial batch of arrays are obtained 
and stored in a database, and we only want the subsequent incoming arrays to be comparable 
to the arrays in the database without altering the expression values of the initial batch. In 
such situation we can train the new arrays using the PSI file of the first batch of arrays (the 
original baseline array should be included in the 2nd dChip session and new arrays are 
normalized to this baseline array).
 
By default no PSI file is used and probe sensitivity indexes are fitted from the current arrays. 
Click “Options” in the “Analysis/Model-based expression” dialog to specify the usage and 
name of PSI files. “Write” option will save the probe sensitivity indexes after the model 
fitting is performed on all probe sets; at a later time, the PSI file can be used to fit the 
expression values for other arrays by selecting the “Read and use” option. The “Tools/
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Export probe set” dialog can export PSI (φ) values and their standard errors into text format. 
 
Slightly different expression values may occur for a few probe sets if we use the PSI file to 
get expression values of the original arrays, due to the non-convergence of outlier detection 
iterations. When sharing PSI files with other researchers please note chip type, tissue/cell 
line description, and number of arrays used.
 
Export expression values 
 
The computed expression values and standard errors are stored in DCP files and can be 
exported into a data file.  Select “Tools/Export data/Expression value” (“Analysis/Model-
based expression/Export” for Version 1.0):
 

 
Arrays displayed are ordered by “Array list file”; click or Control/Shift+Click  to select 
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arrays whose expression values will be exported. One can choose to export the absolute calls 
and standard errors, or to export expression values called as “Array-outlier” to be blank for 
other software to treat them as missing data (set at “More options”). A “Gene list file” can be 
used to export expression values for a subset of probe sets. This file should be a tab-
delimited text file with first column as probe set names. A user can also export the data in 
GCT format for input to GeneCluster 2.0 software by checking “GCT format for 
GeneCluster”. If a sample information file is specified at “AnalysisOpen group”, the first 
sample information column will be used to construct a CLS file for GeneCluster to use.
 
Expression data file exported by dChip follows the probe set order in CDF file, thus may not 
be the same as the order in gene information file. To export additional information, one can 
specify “Open group/Other information/gene information file” and check “Tools/Options/
Analysis/Additional gene information” before exporting the data. In V1.3+, Check “Tools/
Export data/Expression value/Include header information” to include information such as the 
modeling method, baseline array into the exported expression data files.
 
The output file has tab-delimited text format with genes on rows and samples on columns, 
and can be imported into other analysis software as well as dChip itself for further analysis 
(see file format for more details). The output files have the first column probe set name and 
the second column gene names. If the second column is not desired (e.g. for dChip “Get 
external data”), one can delete it after exporting, or clear “Gene information file” in 
“Analysis/Open Group/Other information” dialog when reading in array data, and then 
export data. If modified in other software such as Excel, make sure to save as “tab-delimited 
text” format. 
 
An output file can be read in R by command such as “my.data =read.table("c:\\tmp\
\expression.xls",sep='\t',header=T,row.names=1)”. dChip output files have a tab character in 
the end of each line, and this leads to a last NA column after the data is read into R. One can 
either delete the column in R, or open the file in Excel and save as tab-delimited text file to 
eliminate the ending tab before importing the file into R. In addition, when reading data files 
containing single quotes (e.g. 5’) in gene descriptions into R, one needs to use parameter 
quote = "" for the read.table() function (observed by Douglas Bates, see R mailing list).
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To output the outliers identified by the model, one may use “Tools/Export Data/Expression 
value” (Check “Tools/Options/Analysis/Treat outlier expression…”) for array-outliers 
(empty grid in the exported file), “Tools/Export Data/Probe Sensitivity Index” for probe 
outliers (exclude=1 in the exported file), and “Image/Export CEL” for array and single 
outliers (the [OUTLIER] section in the end of CEL file) 
 
Comparing dChip with MAS 
 
The main distinction of low-level analysis is that dChip uses Invariant set normalization 
method and Model-based expression indexes (MBEI). Thus the expression values and high-
level analysis results may be different when using the dChip or Affymetrix MAS software 
(linear scaling normalization, Average Difference (MAS4) or Signal (MAS5) as expression 
values). However, since MBEI is the weighted average of PM/MM differences or 
background-adjusted PM values of selected probes, and Signal is the robust average of log
(PM – background) (estimated by MM or a portion of PM), both are similar to Average 
Difference. 
 
The section “MBEI reduces variability for low expression estimates” of Li and Wong 2001b 
compares Average Difference and MBEI using replicate arrays. The difference may be due 
to the following. When calculating expression levels, dChip outlier detection procedure 
eliminates the cross-hybridizing probes identified by the model and the consistently negative 
probes (which may make the low expression values larger), and impute the single outliers by 
fitted values. Also since dChip may use different subset of probes of a probe set than MAS, 
and probes for different genes have different hybridization affinity, the correlation of MBEI 
and AD across all genes in one array may not be high. However, for the same gene, if it is 
expressed in a spectrum of expression levels across samples, one expects the correlation 
between MBEI and AD to be high across samples. That is, the relative expression values of 
one gene across arrays should be comparable between the two methods.
 
Ideally an expression index should be proportional to the real mRNA concentrations. A good 
way to compare different methods on normalization, expression index computation, and 
downstream methods is to compare the obtained results to the known truth of mRNA 
expression levels, such as the spike-in concentrations in a spectrum for some genes or 
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independent expression measurements using RT-PCR. Please see Lemon et al. 2001 and 
Iriarray et al. 2001 (Robust Multichip Average method) for additional information. One may 
also do some pilot analysis using several software or methods to see if some known genes 
relevant to your experiment come out from analysis, before deciding on using only one 
software. 
 
(Updated 10/29/04)
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PM-only model
 

Outlier detection algorithm
 
Due to many MM (mismatch) > PM (perfect match) signals and negative Average 
Difference or MBEI expression values, researchers have explored the possibility of PM-
only analysis (Naef et al. 2001, Li and Wong 2001b) or PM-only arrays (Zhou and 
Abagyan 2002). The following algorithm uses only PM probes to calculate all-positive 
expression values. Both dChip PM/MM difference model and PM-only model use the 
outlier detection algorithm to eliminate potential cross-hybridizing probes. The 
difference model also subtracts away the cross-hybridization signals equally bound to the 
paired PM and MM probes, while the PM-only model absorbs some background signals 
in the expression values. Therefore the difference model can be more sensitive to 
expression changes at the low concentration level.
 
1. Background subtraction. 
Background signals are the signals observed when the target gene does not express. We 
divide the whole array into 10 by 10 regions as in Affymetrix Inc. (1999), and calculate 

the 5th percentile of PM and MM values in a region as the local background of the 
sector. Then the background values are subtracted from all the PM and MM values in 
this region. Small negative values may be obtained and they are set to 0; the error 
introduced by setting to 0 is at the comparable level of the background noise and signal 
variation, which are accounted by the error term ε below. Note that the normalization is 
based on the original PM and MM data, and the background subtraction is performed 
after normalization.
 
2. Apply multiplicative model to the background-adjusted PM values:
                                                           PMij = θi * φj + ε

θi is the model-based expression index (MBEI) of the target gene in array i, φj is the 

probe sensitivity index (PSI) of probe j in a probe set (see Li and Wong 2001a for 
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details).
 
Specify different methods through the “Analysis/Model-based expression/Options” 
dialog or use the menu “Data/Next model” to switch between models.
 
In V1.3+, one may specify “Tools/Options/Analysis/PM-only array” to read in CEL files 
of PM-only arrays. dChip treats each PM probe as its own MM probe, leading to zero 
PM/MM difference. As a result, only the PM-Only model can be applied. Also one needs 
to supply Affy TXT files if absolute calls are needed since dChip always computes ‘A’ 
calls for PM/MM difference of 0.
 
Outlier detection algorithm
 
The PM/MM difference model or PM-only model is followed by the outlier detection 
algorithm described below. The model-fitting and outlier-detection are iterated up to 30 
times to reach a converged set of array, probe and single outliers, or one of the cycling 
outlier sets at the round 30 (Li and Wong 2001a). Usually it can converge in 5-10 
rounds, and the round information is displayed in the grid (1, 3) of Data View (“Rd”). If 

outliers are excluded or imputed during the iteration, the dChip fitted θ and φ values are 
not exactly the same as those obtained from S-PLUS or BioConductor affy package.
 
1. Check image spikes (set by “Tools/Options/Model/Treat image spikes as single 
outlier”). 
Image spikes are identified using absolute value of data points (PM/MM differences or 
adjusted PM values). The 80th percentile of the absolute values of the data points in one 
array (probe) multiplied by 3 is called the array-wise (probe-wise) value threshold. As 
with other parameters used below, “80” and “3” are selected empirically to make the 
algorithm successfully identify outliers confirmed in the dChip PM/MM data view for a 
large number of array sets/probe sets. If a data point has its absolute value exceeding 
both the relevant array-wise value threshold and the probe-wise value threshold, this data 
point is called as an image spike. This algorithm is similar to the super-scoring method 
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used by MAS4 (Affymetrix 1999) for identifying outliers. Image spike checking is 
performed only once before the “model fitting/outlier detection” iteration. The identified 
image spikes are treated as missing data during model-fitting, but used as they are during 
outlier detection; this induces the image spikes to be identified and handled as single 
outliers eventually.
 
2. Single outlier detection.
Single outliers are identified using absolute residuals. The 80th percentile of the absolute 
residuals of the data points in one array (probe) multiplied by 3 is called the array-wise 
(probe-wise) residual threshold. If a data point has its absolute residual exceeding both 
the corresponding array-wise residual threshold and the probe-wise residual threshold, it 
is called as a single outlier. Due to the implementation of finding percentiles in dChip (e.
g. 80% percentile is SortedVector[int(0.8*Len)], with SortedVector[0…Len-1]), it is 
required to have >=6 arrays and probes for the model to call single outliers. Single 
outliers usually dominate the displaying range in the “Data view” and make the other 
data points difficult to see; one may use “Data/Outlier in Range” to toggle the option.
 
3. Probe and array outlier detection. 
For a probe pair (or probe for PM-only model), if its model-based standard error (std(φj)) 

is 3 times larger than the median standard error of all probe pairs, it is called a probe-

outlier. In addition, if a probe pair is too active while most others are not (φj
2
  
> (∑φj

2 )* 

0.9), it may be due to single-probe cross-hybridization in a probe set and is called a 
probe-outlier. Finally in the PM/MM difference model, probe pairs with negative φj are 

called as probe outlier; this happens when in a probe pair MM is consistently larger than 
PM across arrays and thus it is more likely to be due to cross-hybridization. The number 
of probe outliers is restricted to be at most 50% of all probes. The similar criteria are 
used to identify array-outliers.
 
4. Iteration with model fitting and outlier detection
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After the three types of outliers are identified, the model is refitted using the subset of 
arrays and probes not called as outlier, with the data value of single outliers regarded as 
missing. Afterwards the θ’s for array-outliers are computed using local regression 
passing the origin point, regarding φ’s as known and using only φ’s of non-probe-
outliers. φ’s for probe-outliers are computed in a similar manner. The outlier detection 
and model-fitting is iterated until the set of outliers does not change or a limit of 30 
rounds has been reached. In the final fitted model, the sum square of φ’s for non-outlier 
probes are constrained to be equal to the number of non-outlier probes, with other φ’s 
fitted through the local regression.
 
In implementation the single outliers, array outliers, and probe outliers are identified 
cyclically in this order, whenever a particular outlier set is found to be different from the 
current outlier set before the model fitting, the model is refit. An real order could be: 
model fitting -> check single outlier, not found any -> check array outlier, found 2 -> 
model fitting without these 2 arrays -> check probe outlier, found 1 -> model fitting 
without these 2 arrays and 1 probe -> check single outlier, found 3 -> model fitting 
without these 2 arrays, 1 probe, and regard these 3 data points as missing and impute -> 
check array outlier, found 3 -> model fitting without these 3 arrays, 1 probe, and regard 
the 3 data points as missing and impute -> check probe outlier, found 2 -> model fitting 
without these 3 arrays and 2 probes, and regard the 3 data points as missing and impute -
> check single outlier, found the same 3 as before, no refitting -> check array outlier, 
found the same 3 as before, no refitting -> check probe outlier, found the same 2 as 
before, no refitting -> the outlier detection converges.
 
This outlier detection algorithm improves on that in the version 1.0 by checking for 
image spikes: some times it is not sufficient to rely on model itself to identify outliers; an 
image spike may distort the model fitting in a way that the spike does not manifest itself 
as either single, array or probe outlier. Previously image spikes may make the whole 
probe set become array-outlier (see example). Now single outliers are identified in a 
more reasonable manner (pink dots; data courtesy of Nikhil Munshi):
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One may change “Tools/Options/Model/Check array outlier”, “Check probe outlier” and 
“Check single outlier” to perform or not perform a particular outlier detection [V1.2+]. 
Please see tissue effect for their use and related outlier detection options. 
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Exon Array Analysis
 
Resources
 
Affymetrix: Release news, Hu Exon 1.0 array, Technical note, Sample data, Data 
analysis, ExACT software, Support materials
 
Papers: Hu et al. 2001, Shoemaker et al. 2001, Johnson et al. 2003, Wang et al. 2003, 
Frey et al. 2005, Dhami et al. 2005
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Array list file
 
Handling batch effect                          Handle replicate arrays
 
An “Array list file” may be created to specify which arrays should be used and in what 
order in the hierarchical clustering or other analysis. To do this, select “Tools/Array list 
file”:
 

 
Use “Control”, “Shift” keys and left mouse button to select arrays from the “All arrays” 
list and click the “Add array” button to add arrays to the “Arrays to be used” list. Click 
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an array name in the “Arrays to be used” list to add arrays immediately after this array. 
Select arrays in the “Arrays to be used” list and click “Delete” button to delete arrays. 
Then click the “Save & Close ” button to save the “Array list file” as the specified file 
after the “Open” button. This file is a text file whose content resembles what we see in 
the “Arrays to be used” list, thus one can also add all arrays first and then save and 
manually edit the file to create a complex “array list file”. 
 
One can also use the “Open” button to specify an exiting “Array list file”. If no “Array 
list file” is necessary and we want to use all arrays in their natural order, clear the file 
name after the “Open” button and click “Save & Close” (in V1.3+ click the “Do not use” 
button).
 
After saving the file the “Array list file” is automatically used. Then “Analysis/Filter 
Genes” will restrict gene filtering procedures and hierarchical clustering to only samples 
specified in the “array list file”. If “Cluster samples” is not checked, samples will be 
displayed by their order in the “Array list file” in the clustering picture. 

Handling batch effect by standardize separators 

Sometimes we may observe that the arrays from two array batches or obtained at 
different array cores are not directly comparable, even after the array brightness is 
adjusted by normalization. That is, the batch (or core/operator/machine) variation 
becomes as large as or larger than the biological (treatments, tissue type) variation, such 
that samples are clustered by batches instead of by biological factors. At other times, we 
may be mainly interested in the differences between different treatments applied to 
several cell lines, and the gene expression differences between cell lines are confounding 
and need to be eliminated. 

To eliminate the confounding batch/cell line effects, we can insert “Standardize 
separators” in “array list file” to standard the samples in the same batch/cell line 
separately before performing “Filter genes” and clustering:

Treatment A on cell line 1 
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Treatment B on cell line 1 
Treatment C on cell line 1 
Treatment D on cell line 1 
---Standardize separator--- 
Treatment A on cell line 2 
Treatment B on cell line 2 
Treatment C on cell line 2 
Treatment D on cell line 2

That is, instead of standardizing a gene to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1 across 
all samples, we standardize its expression values in the same cell line to have mean 0 and 
standard deviation 1. Samples separated by “Standardize separators” will be standardized 
within themselves at the “Filter genes” and “Hierarchical clustering” steps. Usually 
filtering genes should be re-performed after inserting or deleting “Standardize 
separators”. 

For adjusting batch effect to work well, array list file requires > 10 samples in each 
standardize group and each group has similar composition of samples types (e.g. it’s not 
good to have one group to all have normal samples and another group all tumor samples).

The “Standardize separator” has higher precedence than “Replicate separator”. Arrays 
after a “Standardize separator” will be considered as single replicate unless “Replicate 
separators” are inserted again. Also, if the “Only draw lines for standardize separator” 
checkbox (in the “Analysis/Hierarchical Clustering” dialog for Version 1.1-) is checked 
and samples are not clustered, “Standardize separators” just add vertical lines between 
group of samples in the clustering picture but do not perform within-group 
standardization.
 
After an “Array list file” with "Standard separator" is used (and “Only draw lines for 
standardize separator” is unchecked), when performing “Analysis/Filter genes” the 
"Standard deviation / Mean” statistic in criteria (1) is the average " Standard deviation / 
Mean " of the sample groups separated by "Standardize separators". Note that 
“Standardize separators” affect the “Filter genes” and “Hierarchical Clustering” results 
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when “Only draw lines for standardize separator” is unchecked.

[Analysis example] “Standardize separators” do not affect the “Compare samples” result, 
where the original expression values are used. However, after “Compare samples” is 
performed within each batch individually (may also use “Combine comparisons”), the 
comparison gene list can be visualized by hierarchical clustering using an “Array list 
file” with proper “Standardize separators”. Alternatively, one may use batch-wise 
standardized values for sample comparison pooling samples of all batches. To do this, 
first cluster all genes in dChip (specify the gene info file as the gene list file, uncheck 
“Tools/Options/Clustering/Pre-calculate distance”, and use Standardize separators in 
array list file to separate batches (uncheck “Only draw lines…” there)), select the whole 
gene branch, and export the batch-wise standardized values (Clustering/Selected branch/
Export data). Then read this file back by “Analysis/Get external data” and proceed to 
compare samples. However since the magnitude of original expression value is lost, fold 
change is not meaningful, and the mean difference threshold should be adjusted to be 
comparable to the standardized values normally within [-3, 3].

Handling replicate arrays
 
Note: Generally there is no need to insert “Replicate separators” and samples in different 
compare groups can be specified at Compare samples or Analysis of variance.
 
Microarray experiments often include replicate arrays for some or all experiment 
conditions. If there are multiple level of replicates (e.g. different individuals in the 
experiment group, each individual has two samples taken, and each sample has two IVT 
replicates), the arrays in the lowest replicate level can be first combined and then enter 
“Filter genes” or “Compare samples”. “Replicate separators” can be inserted into “array 
list file” to achieve this purpose:

sample1 replicate 1 
sample1 replicate 2 
---Replicate--- 
sample2 without replicate 
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---Replicate--- 
sample3 replicate 1 
sample3 replicate 2 
sample3 replicate 3

Expression values for the same gene in replicate arrays separated by “Replicate 
separators” will be pooled considering measurement error (Li and Wong 2003, page 5, 
section 5.2.4). Absolute calls for the pooled sample will be determined by the “majority-
vote” scheme: if the number of “P” / the number of replicates >= 0.5, the probe set is 
called "P" (otherwise "A").
 
Click an array name in “Arrays to be used” listbox to add a “Replicate separator” after it. 
If no “Replicate separator” ever occurs in an “array list file”, all arrays will be treated as 
no replicate. There is also a button to automatically add “Replicate separators” 
separating array names starting with identical strings.
 
Replicate arrays can be used to filter genes in “Analysis/Filter genes” tab. Criteria 3 
there requires a gene’s expression level within replicate arrays to be consistent, in terms 
of median “Standard deviation/mean” ratio of all replicate groups where this gene is 
called “Present”. This filtering excludes genes that are inherently variable during sample 
amplification and hybridization stages, as manifested in inconsistent expression values 
between replicate arrays. A similar but more involved filtering scheme can be found in 
Perou et al 2000.
 
In the “Analysis/Model-based Expression/Export” dialog, expression values for replicate 
arrays will be pooled before exporting. In “Select arrays to be exported” listbox, sample 
names are the name of the first array, followed by “*” referring how many additional 
replicate arrays are pooled for this sample. To not use any “array list file” and treat each 
array as one sample, one can clear the file name after the “Specify file name” button and 
then click “Save & close”.

[Analysis example] One has biological duplicates (clone 1 and clone 2) and technical 
duplicates (duplicate in each clone) for each time point. We may use replicate separators 
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to pool the technical duplicates, and then specify clone 1 and clone 2 individually in 
“Compare samples”. This way we consider the two level of replication variance. 
Alternatively the four arrays can be regarded all as replicates at one level and specify 
them individually at “Compare samples”. If the clone variation is larger then technical 
variation, it will give similar result as the first option, but has larger degree of freedom 
when doing t-test. The 2nd option is used in Tusher et al. 2001.

(Updated 9/20/05)
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Filter genes
 
We are often interested in genes showing large variation across samples or present in 
most samples, and these genes could be used for unsupervised gene or sample clustering 
so that clustering results are not affected by the noise from absent or non-changed genes. 
Select the menu “Analysis/Filter genes”:
 

 
The dialog provides several criteria for filtering genes. The current “Array list file” 
specifies the samples used in the filtering and “pooling replicate arrays” will be 
performed before the filtering if needed.
 
The criterion (1) requires that the ratio of the standard deviation and the mean of a 
gene’s expression values across all samples be greater than a certain threshold. This ratio 
is also known as Coefficient of Variation CV). The more variable a gene is across 
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samples, the larger the ratio is. But if a gene is mostly absent across samples, this ratio 
can be large due to small mean; in this case we could also use the criterion (2). The 
default upper limit 10 is a reasonably large number that is usually satisfied, and it can be 
changed to obtain genes not variable across samples.
 
The criterion (2) requires that a gene be called “Present” in more than a portion of the 
arrays in the array list file. Please see the “Handling replicate arrays” section for the 
criterion (3). The criterion 4 selects genes whose expression values are larger than a 
threshold in more than a percentage of samples. If the expression values have been log-
transformed, the expression value threshold should also be specified in log scale. One 
additional filtering criterion (ANOVA filtering) is available at the R view. Also note that 
criterion (2) is at array level (replicate arrays are not pooled) and criterion (4) is at 
sample level (replicate arrays are pooled to compute mean expression for each sample).
 
The filtering can be restricted to an existing gene list or its complement set, if a “Gene 
list file” (a tab-delimited text file with the first column of each row being the probe set 
name) is specified in the “Filter on gene list” button. Click the button multiple times to 
switch between “using all genes”, “using gene list” and “excluding gene list”. 
 
By default the “Analysis/Filter genes” and “Analysis/Compare samples” functions 
ignore the Affymetrix control genes (probe set names starting with “AFFX-”), since their 
changes are generally not interesting. To include Affymetrix control genes in the 
filtering or comparsion, click “More options/Analysis” or select from menu “Tools/
Options/Analysis/”, and uncheck “Omit Affymetrix control probe set at filtering or 
comparison”. 
 
The genes satisfying the filtering criteria will be exported to the “Gene list file” specified 
at the “Filtered gene list” button. This gene list file can be used in analysis functions 
such as hierarchical clustering, or “Analysis/Model-based expression/Export” to export 
expression data for these genes. Once the gene list file is saved, its directory and name is 
stored in the Windows clipboard automatically, so one can use Control+V to paste the 
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file name into other places such as “Analysis/Hierarchical clustering”.
 
[New] [Use version 10/1/05+] We can also use the "Tools/Percentile filtering" function 
to select genes by its fold change between a high and a low percentile across samples. 
The filtered gene list can be clustered and viewed as usual. This gene list file also 
contains the percentile-standardized data, with the two percentiles for each gene linearly 
scaled to the +/- displaying range (specified at “Options/Clustering”). To view the 
percentile-standardized data, first do 'Get external data' to read in this exported data file, 
and then do “Analysis/Clustering” with “Options/Standardize rows” unchecked.
 
(Updated 10/12/05)
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Hierarchical clustering
 
Clustering image                                  Selected gene branch                             Functionally 
significant gene cluster                         
Significant sample cluster                    Save clustering tree                               Export clustering 
image                                   
Remove irrelevant genes         
 
After obtaining model-based expression values, we can perform high-level analysis such as 
hierarchical clustering (Eisen et al. 1998). Unsupervised sample clustering using genes 
obtained by Analysis/Filter genes can be used to identify novel sample clusters and their 
associated “signature genes”, to check the data quality to see if replicate samples or samples 
under similar conditions are clustered together (if not what might be possible reasons), and to 
identify unexpected clustering (e.g. samples generated in same date or lab cluster together). 
Select the menu “Analysis/Hierarchical clustering”:
 

 
A “gene list file” is a tab-delimited text file with probe set name in the first column of each 
line. It can be generated by “Analysis/Filter genes”, “Analysis/Compare samples” or “Tools/
Gene list file”. It may also be a “Tree file” saved by the “Clustering/Save tree” function so that 
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an existing tree structure saved before can be used. dChip will use genes in the file for 
clustering. 
 
One many check “Tools/Options/Analysis/Mask redundant probe sets” to exclude the 
redundant probe sets (having the same LocusLink ID) from a gene list and only keep the first 
occurring probe set, since multiple probe sets for the same gene tend to bias the result of 
sample clustering and functionally significant gene clusters. However, if the replicate probe 
sets are both selected by some filtering or comparison criteria, and cluster closely in the 
clustering, this is a good indication of meaningfulness of the selected gene list. On the other 
hand, if a selected gene list seems to have genes not related to each other (e.g. not many 
replicate probe sets), we may doubt its validity and often a FDR by permutation can result in 
similar number of genes and thus supports this suspicion. The same conclusion can be 
extended to probe sets for the genes in the same gene families or same pathways.
 
The samples used for clustering are either all the arrays, or the samples in the “Array list file” 
if it is specified. When a “Filter genes” gene list is used for clustering, it is often desired to use 
the same “Array list file” used in filtering genes to do gene clustering and sample clustering. 
This is an unsupervised sample clustering since the genes are selected by large variation across 
samples and the sample group information is not used. When one specifies a “Compare 
samples” gene list generated by using only a subset of samples, it is often desired to only 
specify and order the relevant samples in “Array list file” and view them without sample 
clustering. In this case the main interest lies in viewing the genes obtained by comparison, and 
one can often get good sample clustering since the genes are selected by using the sample 
group information. It is also interesting to cluster both samples used for selecting genes and 
samples not used for selecting genes (e.g. samples from an independent study) together, one 
can predict the group membership of the latter samples.
 
The default clustering algorithm of genes is as follows: the distance between two genes is 
defined as 1 - r where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the standardized 
expression values (make mean 0 and standard deviation 1) of the two genes across the samples 
used. Two genes with the closest distance are first merged into a super-gene and connected by 
branches with length representing their distance, and are then excluded for subsequent merging 
events. The expression values of the newly formed super-gene is the average of standardized 
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expression values of the two genes (centroid-linkage) across samples. Then the next pair of 
genes (super-genes) with the smallest distance is chosen to merge and the process is repeated n 
– 1  times to merge all the n genes. A similar procedure is used to cluster samples. These 
standardization and clustering methods follow Golub et al. 1999 and Eisen et al. 1998. 
Centroid linkage can produce branch inversion when the distance between two clusters is 
smaller than the height of either cluster, dChip truncates the distance to be the larger of the two 
heights. This prevents the branch inversion in visualization, but the further distance 
computation is still based on the averaged profile. 
 
One may choose alternative “Distance metric” as 1 - |r| (r is the correlation coefficient) as the 
distance measure. This is useful if we want to cluster negatively correlated genes clustered 
together. The “Average linkage” method can be specified, where the distance between two 
gene clusters (super-gene) is the average of all pair-wise distances between two genes not 
belonging to the same gene cluster. Tao Shi has observed that dChip produces the same 
clustering result as the R function hclust (using 1 – correlation matrix of row-wise 
standardized expression values) when the average linkage is used, but not when the centroid 
linkage is used.
 
Click “Options” (or “Tools/Options/Clustering”) to specify additional clustering options:
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We can choose to cluster samples as well as genes. Uncheck the “Cluster genes” button to 
cluster samples without clustering genes, and this is useful if genes need to be put in a 
particular order when clustering samples. The option “Only draw lines for standard 
separator” (moved to the “Tools/Array list file” dialog for V1.2+) is discussed in the section 
“Array list file”. 
 
Before clustering, the expression values for a gene across all samples are standardized (linearly 
scaled) to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1, and these standardized values are used to 
calculated correlations between genes and samples and serve as the basis for merging nodes. If 
the scale of the data is already adjusted, one may choose not to standardize a gene’s expression 
value across samples by unchecking the “Standardize rows” option. By default the samples are 
clustered using row-wise standardized or un-standardized values. One can check “Standardize 
columns” to standardize the raw expression data column-wise for sample clustering. Since the 
raw expression values are comparable row-wise but not column-wise, the column-wise 
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standardization may not be meaningful when different genes have different magnitude of 
expression values. A user is advised to try to cluster samples with or without “Standardize 
columns” checked to judge which option yields more reasonable sample clustering. 
 
If “Tools/Analysis/Treat outlier expression as missing values” is checked, the expression value 
called as “array-outlier” will be ignored when computing correlations and their data points are 
displayed as black (Blue/Red coloring) or white (Green/Red coloring) boxes in the clustering 
picture.
 
If the number of genes is large (e.g. 10,000), dChip may report “out of memory” or perform 
slowly, since storing all the pair-wise distances requires too much memory and may cause 
virtual-memory swapping. The solution is to uncheck the “Tools/Options/Clustering/Pre-
calculate distances” button to calculate the pair-wise distances between genes on the fly.
 
Click “OK” to start clustering, and select “Analysis/Stop Analysis” or press “ESC” to stop the 
ongoing analysis. Following the analysis output as follows, the clustering picture will be 
displayed immediately. Click the “Analysis” icon on the left to view the analysis output:
 
{Hierarchical clustering
  Treat 24 arrays as 24 experiments
 
  Read in genes listed in file D:\array\out\iglehart filtered gene.xls...
    Found 191 genes
 
  Begin clustering...
    Calcuate distance 190
    Merge event 189
    Calcuate distance 20
    Merge event 16
 
  Finding significant functional clusters...
    Found 6 chaperone genes in a 49-cluster (all: 61/5009, PValue: 9.84e-
013)
    Found 10 structural protein genes in a 47-cluster (all: 361/5009, 
PValue: 9.58e-005)
    Found 8 extracellular genes in a 29-cluster (all: 400/5009, PValue: 
4.93e-005)
 
Finished in 00 hours 01 minutes}

 
Here 191 genes are selected for clustering. dChip also automatically searches for functionally 
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significant clusters in the resulting clustering tree. 
 
Clustering image
 
Click the “Clustering” icon on the left to display the “Clustering View” (Data courtesy of Dan 
Tang):
 

 
In the clustering picture each row represents a gene and each column represent a sample. The 
gene clustering tree is on the left, and genes close to each other have high similarity in their 
standardized expression values across the 24 samples. The sample clustering tree is on the top. 
Click anywhere in the right pane to activate the “Cluster View”. Arrow keys can enlarge or 
reduce the size of the clustering picture, Control+Arrow keys can change the size of the 
clustering trees, and Shift+Arrow keys can adjust other aspects such as the height of sample 
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information blocks. Use the option “Tools/Options/ Clustering/Sample names always visible” 
to make the samples names always visible on the top when scrolling vertically. 
 
On the bottom of the clustering picture is the color scale: the red color represents expression 
level above mean expression of a gene across all samples, the white color represents mean 
expression and the blue color represents expression lower than the mean. Since the expression 
levels for each gene is standardized to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1, the standardized 
expression values most likely fall within [-3, 3]. By default, dChip uses pure white to represent 
0, pure red to represent 3 or higher, and pure blue to represent –3 or lower (Golub et al. 1999). 
This “displaying range of standardized values” (3) can be changed in the “Tools/Options/
Clustering” dialog. Select menu “Tools/Options/Clustering/Use traditional red/black/green 
coloring scheme” to use the coloring scheme adopted by the TreeView software (Eisen et al. 
1998). The height of the color scale can be adjusted by Shift+Up/Down arrows.
 
Click inside the clustering picture will highlight a data point with a surrounding blinking 
square:
 

 
The array name, probe set name with absolute call, the standardized value with original 
expression value and standard error for this probe set are displayed in the status bar on the 
bottom. Zooming in with arrow keys when a data point is highlighted will always place this 
data point in the center of the viewable picture area. To deselect an active data point, press 
“ESC” key or select the menu “Clustering/Selected Branches/Clear”. Gene names or 
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descriptions are displayed on the right side; use the button “Tools/Options/Clustering/Gene 
descriptions from LocusLink when available” to toggle between displaying only Affymetrix 
descriptions or a mixture of LocusLink name (when available) and Affymetrix descriptions. If 
the gene descriptions are truncated on the right, use “Control+Right Arrow” to widen the gene 
clustering tree as well as the gene description area. 
 
If an Internet browser is properly set up, the menu “View/Online Database” will start the 
browser to access the database page for the current probe set. Linking to online resources may 
not work on some computers. Checking "Tools/Options/Analysis/Show online link dialog" to 
show a dialog containing the web address and also automatically copy the address to the 
clipboard, then one can manually paste it into the address bar of Internet browser.
 
One can also right-click a non-gene node in the clustering tree to exchange the positions of its 
two branches, in order to interactively adjust the ordering of genes and samples in the 
clustering picture. This changes the visual perception of the clustering picture but not the 
clustering result. The original order has been determined so that the tighter child cluster (with 
smaller distance at its final merging evenet) is on the top. There is also research work on 
determining “optimal” orders of leaf nodes in a clustering by some criterion (e.g. gene’s peak 
expression time during a time course), but in principle all the 2^(N-1) orderings are equivalent.
 
Select “View/Next View” or press “Enter” to go to other views such as “PM/MM Data” or 
“CEL Image” to look at the probe level data of the current expression data point, and press 
“Enter” again to come back to the clustering picture. This is useful if one observes unusual 
data points in the clustering picture (such as large negative expressions values), and wants to 
check the probe level data.  For example, sometimes we may see bright strips of genes with 
very high or low expression values in particular samples. Usually we should pay caution to 
such samples, since this may imply the normalization did not bring such array comparable to 
others. It is then good to click an extreme red/blue data point in the “Clustering view” and then 
use “View/PM/MM data” to check the probe-level data. This way we can confirm whether a 
high/low-valued data point is real or due to noise/outlier.
 
Selected gene branch 
 
Clicking any node in the gene or sample clustering tree will highlight the corresponding 
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clustering branch in blue. Some items in the “Clustering” menu are activated only after this. 
Checking “Tools/Options/Clustering/Averaged gene profile pattern” will display a profile plot 
for the selected gene cluster:
 

 
The Y-axis has the same range as the color scale ([-3, 3] by default) on the bottom of the 
clustering picture. The value of the profile curve for each sample is the average of the 
standardized expression values of all selected genes in this sample (standardization is a linear 
scaling for each gene so its expression values across all samples have mean 0 and standard 
deviation 1). The error bar extends 1 standard deviation (of the selected genes’ standardized 
expression values in a sample) on both sides. A shorter error bar indicates tighter clustering of 
genes at the corresponding sample. In V1.3, if only a single gene is selected in the branch, the 
Y-axis range of the profile plot is from 0 to the maximal raw expression data of this gene 
across the samples. Thus the relative fold changes of this gene across samples can be inferred 
from the plot.
 
In the menu “Clustering/Selected Branch”, we can clear the selected genes or select all genes, 
as well as delete the selected gene clusters and redo clustering using the rest of genes. Select 
“Clustering/Selected branch/Export image” to export the clustering image of the selected main 
gene cluster outlined by blue lines; however, the sample clustering tree is not attached to this 
image.
 
Select the “Clustering/Selected Branch/Export data” menu to export the raw or gene-wise 
standardized expression data of selected branch. In the later case the data of the averaged 
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profile will also be exported. If no sample branches are selected, expression value for all 
samples will be exported; otherwise only the data of the selected sample branch will be 
exported. The exported file can be used as the “gene list file” in the “Analysis/Hierarchical 
Clustering” dialog to perform clustering using only this subset of genes. In V1.3+, if 
“Clustering/Selected branch/Export data/Cut the tree at the height of current branch and export 
all branches” is checked, one may export gene expression data grouped in clusters. These 
clusters are obtained by cutting the gene clustering tree at the height of the selected blue 
branch.
 
Use Control+Click to select and color multiple gene or sample clusters. The multiple colored 
clusters can be exported (for sample branches only) or deleted (for gene branch only) by the 
functions in the menu “Clustering/Selected branch”. In contrast, clicking selects the main gene 
cluster (outlined by blue lines) used as described and in resampling clusters.
 
The "Clustering/Similar Profile" function can search and export genes with high positive or 
negative correlations across samples with the current highlighted gene or gene branch. The 
resultant list can be used as the "gene list file" in the "Analysis/Hierarchical Clustering" dialog 
to view these genes. 
 
dChip also provides a resampling method  to assess the reliability of clusters  by using the 
standard errors for expression values (Li and Wong 2001b page 6, section “Standard errors 
help to assess clustering results”). We resample each expression value from a Normal 
distribution with mean equal to the estimated expression value and standard deviation equal to 
the attached standard error. Clicking the tree branches to highlight a gene or sample cluster in 
blue, then select menu “Clustering/Resample once” to resample all the data points and redo the 
clustering; select “Clustering/Go to original” to go back to the original clustering.
 
Functionally significant gene cluster
 
The colored region on the right side of the clustering picture represents “functional category 
classification”, with different colors representing distinct functional descriptions (use “Control
+Click” to change the color of the functional blocks; the changes cannot be saved). Such 
information comes from the NCBI LocusLink (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/) 
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database, which classifies a gene according to molecular function, biological process and 
cellular component using GeneOntology (http://www.geneontology.org/) terms. We traced to 
the top one or two layers of category names for each gene and store them in “Gene information 
file”. After the hierarchical clustering is performed on genes, dChip searches all branches with 
at least 4 functionally annotated genes to assess whether a local cluster is enriched by genes 
having a particular function. Such assessment has been used in Tavazoie et al. 1999 and Cho et 
al. 2001 for K-mean or supervised clusters, here dChip systematically assesses the significance 
of all functional categories in all braches of the hierarchical clustering tree.
 
Click a “Functional cluster” icon below “Clustering” icon in the left pane to highlight a 
functionally significant gene cluster in blue. We formulate the problem as “there are m 
annotated genes on the chip, of which n has a certain function; if we randomly select k genes, 
what is the probability that x or more genes (of the k genes) have this certain function?”; this 
probability is the p-value and indicates our surprise (or significance) of seeing these many 
genes of certain function occurring in a cluster of k genes. This is finite sampling and the 
hyper-geometric distribution is used. In this clustering picture, the blue cluster has 49 
functionally annotated genes (genes without annotation are not counted), of which 6 are 
chaperone genes; considering there are all together 61 chaperone genes in the 5009 
functionally annotated genes on the array, this cluster is significantly enriched by chaperone 
genes. A p-value of 9.84e-013 is calculated (in the picture the p-value was obtained using the 
normal approximation; the current version uses the exact hyper-geometric distribution). The p-
value information on the bottom is obtained by “mouse-over” the colored blocks on the right 
side (see below for details).
 
P-values smaller than 0.005 (0.001 in V1.3+) are considered significant by default and the 
corresponding functional clusters will be represented by “Functional cluster” icons below 
“Clustering” icon, and this p-value threshold can be set to other value in the “Tools/Options/
Clustering” dialog. Sometimes different “Functional cluster” icons may represent the same 
cluster of genes since this cluster is enriched by several different functional terms. 
 
If a larger cluster is called significant and it contains smaller significant clusters, the smaller 
clusters will not be reported. For example, the entire tree (all the genes used for clustering) is 
considered as the largest cluster, and it is abundant in cell cycle genes relative to all the 
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annotated genes, dChip will not report whether cell cycle genes are relatively enriched in one 
tree branch (a smaller cluster). One way around this is to change the p-value threshold in 
“Tools/Options/Clustering” to be smaller (since small branch tend to have more significant p-
values) to not report the large clusters but the smaller ones. Another way to look more closely 
at sub-clusters is: click to highlight a branch, use “Clustering/Selected branch/Export Data” to 
export a gene list for the branch, and then go to “Tools/Classify genes” to examine the 
significance of all functions in this local branch. Finally, one can click to highlight a branch 
and use the “mouse-over” method described in the next paragraph to interactively check the 
significance of functional terms. 
 
In the clustering picture, use Shift+Left/Right key to change the width of the annotational 
columns. “Mouse-over” the colored region on the right side of the clustering picture will 
display the following information in the status bar on the bottom: the functional category name 
for the current color, the number of genes belonging to this category on the array, the total 
number of genes having annotation on the array, the number of genes belonging to this 
category in the currently highlighted cluster, the number of genes having annotation in the 
highlighted cluster, and the p-value for seeing these many genes with this function in the 
highlighted cluster. Clicking the function bars on the right side of the clustering data will select 
the corresponding function as the “current function” and color all the genes having this 
function in blue. The “current function” is also set when selecting the “functional cluster” 
icons on the left pane.
 
If HG_U95AV2 or MG_U74AV2 gene information file is used, the GeneOntology and 
ProteinDomain terms are indexed by GeneOntology and Pfam (InterPro for 12/14/02+ gene 
information files) database ID. Right-click a colored functional term to go to the website of 
GeneOntology or Pfam entries. Also since not all genes have been mapped to LocusLink, and 
not all LocusLink entries have GO and protein domain terms, one may see the white blank 
rows in the GeneOntology or ProteinDomain column.
 
Significant sample cluster
 
Similarly, during sample clustering, the sample information specified in the “Sample 
information file” is used to calculate the sample clusters enriched by samples of a certain 
description (Data courtesy of Andrea Richardson):
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The sample cluster p-values are calculated with regard to the samples used in the “Array list 
file” (if no “array list file” is specified then all the arrays in the group). By default p-value < 
0.05 will be reported and the threshold can be set at “Tools/Options/Clustering”. Note that the 
p-values for gene clusters are calculated with regard to all the genes on the array, since a gene 
list is filtered or obtained by some means; but for sample cases those samples not in the “array 
list file” may not be of our interest. 
 
The discrete categories of each sample description column in the “sample information file” has 
limit 10 currently. The color of sample category boxes can be set by “Control+Click”, and the 
height of sample information blocks can be adjusted by Shift+Up/Down arrows.
 
[New] In the clustering or chromosome view, set “Options/Clustering/Number of letters shown 
for sample information” to be greater than 1 to display 1 or more letters above samples, 
overlaying on the color blocks representing sample categories.

Save clustering tree
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Select the menu “Clustering/Save Tree” to save the structural information of the clustering 
tree. The file can be used as “Analysis/Hierarchical Clustering/Gene list or tree file” later to 
avoid the clustering computation again. In the tree file, each gene/supergene has its parent and 
children’s ID, the weight (how many genes are included in this branch), and the distance when 
merging its two children. The sample tree information follows the gene tree information. Thus 
it is also possible that clustering is performed by using other software such as S-PLUS or R, 
but the result is exported into a file with the dChip tree file format (apply “Clustering/Save 
Tree” once to get its format), and then the clustering is viewed in dChip after reading in the 
data using “Open group” or “Get external data”. 

Export clustering image 

The clustering image can be exported by the “View/Export Image” menu. However, 
sometimes “View/Export image” does not produce any output file, or the exported image is 
altered or incomplete. This is an unfixed bug. One may try one of the following to get around 
the problem:
• Save the file as a different format (JPG, BMP or EMF)
• Use the Arrow or Control+Arrow keys to make the image smaller and then run “View/
Export image”.
• Use the "PrintScreen" key (at the upper-right corner of the keyboard) to copy the whole 
screen image and then paste into the Microsoft Paint software; if necessary do this several 
times to compose the whole image.
• Change to a different Windows platform or a PC with larger memory.
 
Another known problem on Windows 95/98 is that after zooming in or out the clustering 
image many times, the clustering tree may disappear. One may restart dChip in this case, or 
upgrade the Windows system to a newer version. 
 
Remove irrelevant genes from clustering analysis
 
Often it is desirable to exclude some genes from the clustering analysis. For example, MHC 
and immunogolbulin families genes vary for reasons that are irrelevant to the experiments and 
analysis of clonal B-cell populations (Bradley Messmer, pers. comm.).
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One can make a gene list file (a text file containing probe set names on each line) of collagens 
genes, by using “Tools/Gene list file/By keywords” or from literature search, then in the 
“Analysis/Filter genes” or “Analysis/Compare samples” dialog specify it as the “Filter on gene 
list: excluding …” file. The resultant filtering or comparison gene list will not contain these 
genes.
 
To remove a list of probe sets completely from the array, specify the gene list as the “Analysis/
Open group/other information/probe mask file” to make the CDF.bin file does not contain 
these gene anymore. 
 
Lastly, if seeing an undesired gene cluster in clustering picture, one can click to highlight this 
cluster and use “Cluster/Selected cluster/Delete” to exclude these genes so that they do not 
affect the sample clustering.
 
(Updated 4/22/05)
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Compare samples
 
Compute group means                          Comparison criteria                              t-statistic 
and its p-value
Multiple comparison adjustment          Combine comparisons                           Compare 
result file
 
Another high-level analysis performed by dChip is the comparison analysis. Given two 
samples or two groups of samples, we want to identify genes that are reliably 
differentially expressed between the two groups. dChip provides several filtering 
criterion to filter out interesting genes. Select menu “Analysis/Compare Samples”:
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Select one or more arrays in the listbox of the Baseline group and the Experiment group. 
The current “Array list file” specifies the samples used in the comparison and “pooling 
replicate arrays” will be performed before the comparison if needed. The pooled 
replicate arrays are indicated by the ending *’s in the sample name. 

If a “Sample information file” is specified in “Analysis/Open Group/Other information” 
dialog, we can use the “Select by category” button to specify samples with particular 
annotation:
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Check one option among “Overwrite”, “Or”, “And” and “Use inversion” to specify how 
the specified samples with a particular annotation is combined with the existing selected 
sample in the “Baseline” and “Experiment” sample list. For example, the “Use 
inversion” option is for selecting samples not having a particular annotation.
 
Compute group means and their standard errors 
 
“E” and “B” in the dialog stand for the group means, which are the mean expression 
level of samples in the groups. When a group contains multiple samples, the group mean 
and its standard error (SE) is computed by pooling arrays considering measurement 
accuracy (Li and Wong 2003, page 5, section 5.2.4), where samples in the same group 
are regarded as “replicates”. When a group contains only one sample, the group mean is 
the expression value in this sample, and its SE is the attached standard error (if this 
sample corresponds to one array, the SE is the model-based standard error). The SE is set 
to 0 if the expression values are from “Analysis/Get External Data”, are truncated or log-
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transformed. 
 
The standard errors (SE) attached to MBEI values are array-specific measurement errors, 
and they are obtained using the model by comparing the probe response pattern in a 
particular array to the pattern seen in most arrays (Li and Wong 2001a). This standard 
error is usually smaller than the variation between replicate arrays or samples. For 
example, given two replicate arrays, the distribution of (MBEI1 – MBEI2) / sqrt(SE1^2 
+ SE^2) (of all probe sets) can have much heavier tail (can reach 40 or larger) than the 
normal distribution and is more like the t distribution with d.f. 2-3. Thus when 
comparing two single arrays with lower bound fold change or t-test, the standard errors 
of MBEI help to prevent unreliable MBEI (with large SE) from giving the erroneous 
result, but does not substitute the use of true replication arrays or samples to obtain more 
realistic lower bound fold change or t-test p-values, since the biological or experimental 
variation can only be estimated through such replicates.
 
Pooling arrays is mainly for down-weighting the unreliable expression values with large 
standard errors when computing group means. As a result, the calculated means, 
standard errors of means, and t-statistics (stored in the “compare result file”) may be 
slightly different than those computed by the traditional t-test software such as Excel. 
The general effect of considering measurement error is to avoid under-estimation of the 
standard error of group means when the sample size is small, and thus lead to less 
significant p-values than the standard analysis. In V1.3+, uncheck “Tools/Options/
Analysis/Consider measurement error when average” to compute group means and 
standard errors without considering measurement error. For example, the group mean is 
the simple average. 
 
One note is that the replicate pooling procedure is carried out by resampling. As a result, 
when one switch the order of arrays in the baseline or comparison group, the random 
number generator yields random numbers in a different order for each array and thus the 
groups means and standard errors will be also slightly different. Another example is that 
when the baseline and the comparison group are switched at paired t-test, the difference 
values between paired samples are reversed and eventually this lead to different t-
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statistics and p-values. In this case, the intersection (e.g. by “Combine comparisons”) of 
the two gene lists when switching the B and E groups are more reliable.
 
Comparison criteria
 
Next we can check to select the filtering criterion to be applied when comparing the two 
groups. The compare criterion (1) requires the fold change between the group means to 
exceed a specified threshold. We can also check the “Use lower 90% confidence bound” 
to specify to use the lower confidence bound of fold changes for filtering. The 
computation of confidence intervals of fold changes and the application of using lower 
bound as filtering criterion are described in Li and Wong 2001b (page 6, section 
“Confidence interval for fold change”). Theta_1_hat and Theta_2_hat are the E and B 
described above (expression values in one samples or the mean expression of samples in 
the baseline or experiment group). The motivation is that we are really interested in the 
fold change of real expression values r = Theta_1 / Theta_2, rather than observed fold 
change Theta_1_hat / Theta_2_hat.  
 
A negative expression value (or group mean) for a probe set is truncated to 1 before 
calculating fold changes. When one expression is large (say 1000) and the other is -10 
(at noise level of absent genes), it is helpful to bring -10 to a small positive number so a 
large fold change is calculated and the gene gets selected. In the comparison output file, 
fold changes are always larger than 1 with signs representing the direction of changes, 
while confidence intervals are for the absolute value of the fold change. We have found 
it useful to order genes by the lower confidence bound ("Lower CB" columns), which is 
a conservative estimate of the real underlying fold change. In some cases, one may get 
(0, infinity) as the confidence interval, indicating very unreliable estimated fold change. 
 
The compare criterion (2) specifies the threshold for absolute difference between the two 
group means. Since the down-regulated genes and the up-regulated genes may have 
different change magnitude, once can specify different fold change criterion for E/B and 
B/E and different mean difference criterion for E-B and B-E. If the expression values 
have been log-transformed, E-B and B-E refer to the log fold change (logE* – logB* = 
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log (E*/B*) when E* and B* are in original scale), and correspondingly the E-B and B-E 
threshold should also be specified in log scale. The criterion (1) is generally not used 
since they are more difficult to interpret when the expression value are in log scale. 
 
The compare criterion (3) tests whether the mean difference in (2) equals to zero by the 
unpaired t-test. See t-statistic and its p-value. The default p-value threshold 0.05 filters 
genes that differ in group means with a two-tailed p-value < 0.05. When the sample size 
is small, the t-statistics and p-values should better be used only as a ranking or filtering 
device rather than the actual significance value, especially in the context of applying t-
test on thousands of genes. If no multiple comparison adjustment is applied, one can 
specify very stringent p-value threshold (e.g. 0.05 divided by the total number of genes 
on the array; this is Bonferroni correction assuming all genes are independent).
 
The compare criterion (4) requires that the percentage of samples called “Present” in the 
samples used in both groups be larger than a threshold. In V1.3+, this criterion can be 
specified for the baseline and the experiment group separately. This can be used to 
obtain genes called as P in 100% samples of the B group and called as A in 100% 
samples of the E group. For example, if Comparison 1 is “P call of B >= 100% and P 
call of E >= 0%” and Comparison 2 is “P call of B >= 0% and P call of E >= 1%”, in 
"Compare samples/Combine comparisons" one can use "And not" to combine the two 
comparisons: Comparison 1 "and not" Comparison 2.
 
The compare criterion (5) specifies that the p-value threshold for the paired t-test. The 
“paired t-test” assumes the first baseline sample to be compared with the first experiment 
sample, and so on. To ease the pairing specification the samples can first be ordered at 
“Tools/Array list file”. When the baseline and experimental arrays are paired, using 
paired t-test has larger power than the unpaired t-test (detect more real changes).
 
Combing these statistics can help us focus attention on a small set of interesting genes. 
Typically one may need to estimate the number of differentially expressed genes 
beforehand, look at these statistics for known differentially expressed genes, and 
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experiment with different parameters to finally filter a reasonable set of interesting 
genes. 
 
t-statistic and its p-value
 
The t-statistic is computed as (mean1 – mean2) / sqrt(SE(mean1)2 + SE(mean2) 2) (see 
Compute group means), and its p-value is computed based on the t-distribution, and the 
degree of freedom is set according to Welch modified two-sample t-test (see S-PLUS t.
test function; the same is used in Excel TTEST() function for unequal variance case). It 
is required to have at least two samples in each group to perform unpaired and paired t-
test. 
 
When “Tools/Options/Analysis/Consider measurement error when average” is 
unchecked, group means and standard errors will be computed without considering 
measurement error, and thus agree with the results from standard analysis such as Excel 
two-sample t-test. The effect of considering measurement error is to avoid under-
estimation of the standard error of group means when the sample size is small, and thus 
lead to less significant p-values than the standard analysis.
 
[Analysis example] We need to pay attention to the degree of freedom of the t-test. If 
both groups have one sample (e.g. each is the pooled result of N replicated arrays in the 
“Array list file”), the degree of freedom for the t-test is 1+1-1 = 1 (in old dChip version, 
d.f. is N1+N2-1 to accommodate 1 vs. 1 comparison); however if we do not pool 
replicates but specify N vs. N comparison in this dialog to compare the two groups of 
arrays, the degree of freedom for t-test is N+N-1 > 1. The former gives less significant p-
values for the same t-statistics and results fewer filtered genes. Therefore the N vs N 
comparison without pooling replicates is preferred to the 1 vs. 1 comparison. In V1.3 
5/21/03+, 1 vs 1 t-test is not permitted.
 
Multiple comparison adjustment
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Since tens of thousands of genes are compared, many genes can be false positives. 
However, genes are not all independent and genes in the same pathway could have 
similar t-statistics or p-values. Methods of multiple-comparison adjusted p-values 
(Dudoit et al. 2002b), False Discovery Rate (FDR, Tusher et al. 2001; SAM software, Q-
VALUE software) and resampling-based multiple test (Pollard and van der Laan 2003) 
have been proposed to handle the multiple comparison issues in the context of 
microarray data.
 
In dChip, the empirical false discovery rate can be estimated by permutation. Check 
“Analysis/Compare samples/Combine comparison/Permute samples to assess False 
Discovery Rate” to assess how many genes would be obtained by the same comparison 
criteria when permuting group labels randomly. Usually it is good to try different 
comparison criteria to finally obtain a list of genes with median FDR < 5% or 10%. Such 
approach has been pioneered by Golub et al. 1999 and Tusher et al. 2001.
 
Combine comparisons
 
After specifying these criterion a user can either click “OK” to proceed with comparison 
or go to “Analysis/Compare Samples/Combine comparisons” tab to specify other 
advanced options. For example, one compares sample group A and B and get a gene list 
1, and compare sample group C and D and get a gene list 2. One may be interested in 
what genes are common in both lists, or what genes are in list 1 but not list 2. “Combine 
comparisons ” is for this purpose.
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The comparison parameters in “Compare Samples” tab are automatically added in the 
grid sheet. We can add multiple comparisons and combine them using logical relations. 
To do this, click the last line of the grid sheet (the line with a single right parenthesis ‘)’) 
to highlight this line, then click “Compare Samples” tab on the top to specify other 
comparison samples and filtering criterion, then click “Combine comparisons” tab on the 
top to come back to this dialog, select “Combine Type” to be “AND” or “OR”, then 
click “Insert comparison” button to insert the new comparison. Parentheses can also be 
inserted after the highlighted line in the grid sheet using the “Insert parenthesis” button, 
to specify two-level logic combination of comparisons.
 
In addition, “not” relation can be specified by the “And not” or “Or not” combine type 
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(“Insert complement” button for Version 1.0). This is useful, for example, when one 
wants a list of genes that are up-regulated by growth factor A when comparing to the 
control but not the genes that are also up-regulated by growth factor B.
 
To change a comparison condition, highlight the corresponding line and click “Compare 
samples” tab to change comparing and filtering parameters, then click “Combine 
comparisons” tab to come back and the highlighted line will be changed; to insert a new 
comparison at a certain row, first click to highlight the last line (the line with single right 
parenthesis ‘)‘), then click “Compare samples” tab to specify comparing and filtering 
parameters, then click “Combine comparisons” tab and click the grid sheet to highlight a 
line after which the new comparison is to be inserted, and click “Insert comparison” 
button. The “Delete entry” button will delete a comparison, and the logical relations 
associated with parentheses may be used in the deleted row.
 
The comparison can be restricted to an existing gene list or its complement set, if a 
“Gene list file” (a tab-delimited text file with the first column of each row being the 
probe set name) is specified in the “Compare on gene list” button. Click the button 
multiple times to switch between “using all genes”, “using gene list” and “excluding 
gene list”. 
 
Compare result file
 
Specify an output “compare result file”. This file contains genes that pass the filtering 
criterion (marked by ‘*’ in the “Filtered” columns) and the comparison statistics for 
these genes. A previously saved “compare criterion file” can be loaded by specifying the 
file and clicking the “Use” button (“Use the criteria in this file” in V1.3+). One may also 
manually edit the "compare criteria file" (save in text format) and then click the "Use" 
button to use the specified comparison. In V1.3+, the compare criterion are saved in the 
beginning of the “Compare result file” if  “Output comparison criteria” is checked, 
instead of a separate “Compare criterion file”.
 
Sometimes we may wonder why some known differentially expressed genes are not 
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selected by the comparison. In such case it is helpful to check the button “Output all 
genes” to output the statistics of all genes, and then check the statistics for known genes 
to suggest refined filtering criterion. 
 
To output the comparison statistics not used in the filtering, check the corresponding 
compare criterion in the “Compare samples” dialog but specify non-informative 
thresholds. For example, set the p-value to 1 for criterion (3) or (5), or E/B value to be 0 
(since the lower confidence bound of a > 1 fold change can be less than 1) for criterion 
(1), so that these statistics are calculated and exported but do not influence the 
comparison. Check the option “Tools/Options/Analysis/Treat outlier expression as 
missing values” to treat “array-outlier” expression values as missing data in the 
comparison analysis and compare result file (output as blanks). 
 
After clicking “OK” a “Compare criterion file” will be saved. Its file name is stored in 
the Windows clipboard automatically, so one can use Control+V to paste the file name 
into other dialogs. The “compare result file” can be used as the “Gene list file” in 
“Analysis/Hierarchical clustering” dialog to visualize their expression changes and 
identify functional groups enriched in the comparison gene lists. It is also useful to 
specify this result file for classifing genes by annotation terms.
 
(Updated 8/15/05)
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dChip: Time course data analysis
 
Analysis of variance                              Sample correlation matrix
 
Before considering supervised analysis below, one can first try unsupervised gene 
filtering and then gene clustering (order samples by time in array list file and do not 
cluster samples) to obtain clusters of genes of all possible interesting time patterns. One 
can find expected increasing or decreasing patterns, early or late response patterns, as 
well as surprising patterns of biological interest. Clustering these genes can also reveal 
gene clusters enriched by functions. When the samples are not clustered and ordered by 
time, select “Tools/Options/Clustering/Gene ordering by peaking time” to order gene 
clusters by peak time.
 
Use “Analysis/Analysis of Variance” to perform supervised analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) or correlation analysis. Sample information file can be used to specify sample 
properties. If a discrete sample variable (e.g. grade) is specified as “factor”, ANOVA 
will be performed to find genes correlated with this variable. If a continuous sample 
variable (e.g. age) is specified as “factor”, correlation analysis will be performed to find 
genes correlated with this variable. However, if the “Clustering view” is the current view 
and a gene or branch is selected, correlation analysis will be performed to find genes 
correlated with this gene or branch.
 
Correlation analysis and use time as continuous variable
 
See Lu et al. 2004 for examples.
 
Use “Analysis/Analysis of Variance” to filter genes by its correlation with time, by 
selecting “Time(numeric)” as factor and specify a small p-value (to take into account the 
larger number of genes). Try different p-values to obtain reasonable number of genes. 
Use “Analysis/Hierarchical clustering” to view the obtained gene list. The p-value is 
testing the null hypothesis that the correlation is 0; see equation (14.5.5) in Numerical 
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Recipes, Section 14.5 and equation (14.6.2) in section 14.6.
 
If in “Clustering view”, a gene or a branch of gene is selected, “Analysis/Analysis of 
Variance” will perform correlation filtering using this gene or branch as template. To use 
discrete factors for ANOVA filtering or continuous variable for correlation filtering, 
click the “Analysis” icon on the left and then select menu “Analysis/Analysis of 
Variance”.
 
Sample correlation matrix
 
When samples are not clustered but ordered by “Tools/Array list file”, select “Clustering/
Sample correlation matrix” to output a file of sample correlation matrix using gene-wise 
standardized expression values (not raw expression values) of the genes used in 
clustering. Because the genes with large magnitude in raw expression values will 
dominate the correlation, it is more meaningful to use gene-wise standardized values for 
computing sample correlations using a set of genes.
 
To view this correlation matrix, use “Analysis/Get external data” to read this data file 
back, and use “Analysis/Hierarchical clustering” to view the matrix (select the same data 
file as gene list file), with “Clustering samples” and “Clustering genes” unchecked, 
“Options/Standardize rows” unchecked and “Options/Displaying range” to be 1 or 
smaller (correlations are between –1 and 1). Such correlation matrix is the basis of the 
original hierarchical clustering, and may complement the perception of the sample 
relations.
 
ANOVA and use time as discrete category
 
Specify a sample information file at “Analysis/Open group/other information”, which 
has information for samples: one column for time or any factor (e.g. day1, day2…), one 
column for treatment (e.g. control, treatment) and can have other category information of 
samples. Do not specify time as “(numeric)” so it will be recognized as a discrete factor. 
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After “Open group”, use “Tools/Array list file” to order samples in desired order for 
display. Do not use any replicate separators; otherwise they will be averaged as one 
sample. Sample information file supplies this information for ANOVA purpose. Also do 
not truncate negative expression values to 0, since this may make the mean of replicates 
the same as individual values and cause 0 residual value when fitting ANOVA (reported 
by Cristina Rubio).
 
The raw expression values will be standardized gene-wise (make mean 0 and standard 
deviation 1 across all samples) before performing ANOVA. This gives the same result as 
the raw expression value since it is linear transformation unless there are different 
standardize groups. In this case there are different batches with possible batch effects, 
and one can separate batches by “Standardize separators” and check “Use standardize 
separators” for the functions below to see if the results are better. Adjusting away the 
batch effect by using standardize separators can lead to more genes at the same p-value 
threshold. 
 
Select “Analysis/Analysis of Variance”. At “Using factors”, click to select one or two 
factors. This is to filter genes by time alone (genes that change by time, but similar 
across treatment), treatment alone (genes that change by treatment, but similar across 
time) or both (genes that have different time patterns across treatments). Samples with 
the same conditions of the selected factors are regarded as replicates in ANOVA. When 
two factors are selected at “Analysis/Analysis of Variance”, replicates are needed and p-
value is for testing interaction. 
 
In addition, one can add a new factor (e.g. with name “Group”) with different values for 
each time/treatment combination. For example, if time has “Young”, “Mid” and “Old” 
groups and treatment has “Control” and “Treatment” groups, the new factor will have 6 
different values, from 1 (Young/Control), 2 (Yong/Treatment) to 6 (Old/Treatment). 
Then select only this “Group” factor at “Analysis/Analysis of Variance” and perform 
one-way ANOVA. The filtered genes will differ in any pattern between the 6 groups, but 
have similar expression levels within each group. These genes could contain the genes 
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obtained by ANOVA filtering by time or treatment alone or both, thus effectively 
combine one-way and two-way ANOVA involving time and treatment in one filtering. 
Note this may not work well if one-way and two-way ANOVA require different p-value 
threshold and in a single filtering genes from one can dominate the other.
 
Use “Analysis/Hierarchical clustering” to view the data of a gene list (e.g. obtained 
above). At clustering picture, click to select a gene or gene branch, then use “Analysis/
Analysis of Variance” to find genes that have similar profile with a particular gene or 
gene branch. Then use “Analysis/Hierarchical clustering” to view the obtained gene list.
 
(Updated 10/25/04)
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Map genes to chromosome
 
P-value for a gene stretch
 
Map a list of genes generated by “Analysis/Compare samples” or “Analysis/Filter genes” 
may help to identify chromosomal translocations or duplications. Note that we need to 
analyze a gene list in the context of all the genes on the array for its chromosomal 
location enrichment. So if “Get external data” is used to read in the data file, all genes 
should be in the data file. Choose menu “Analysis/Map chromosome” (“Analysis/
Genome” in V1.2+) and specify a “Genome information file” and an optional “Gene list 
file”. When a hierarchical clustering already exists, the genes used for clustering will be 
used for mapping. Also check “Tools/Options/Analysis/Mask redundant probe sets”. 
Click “OK” to enter the “Genome View”:
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In the “Genome View”, genes in the gene list are colored in black in small vertical bars, 
and the other genes are colored int light-gray. The transcription starting site is used for 
gene position. The vertical bar above (below) the horizontal line means the gene is on 
the forward (reverse) strand. The top is for the forward strand. If “Analysis/Hierarchical 
clustering” is performed before this step and the gene branches are colored using Control
+Click (e.g. up-regulated in red and down-regulated in blue; check “Tools/Options/
Clustering/Add new color for control-click” before doing this), the genes will be 
displayed in the same color in the “Genome View”. Genes on each chromosome are 
placed proportionally from chromosomal position 0 to the gene with the maximal 
chromosomal position in the “Genome information file”. 
 
P-values are calculated for all stretches containing <=20 selected genes  (genes specified 
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in the "gene list" in "Analysis/Genome") to assess the significance of “gene proximity”, 
and the significant P-values are reported in the “Analysis View”. For example, 
“Chromosome 6, the stretch of gene 1 to 9 has p-value 0.021799”. These significant gene 
stretches are also outlined in blue boxes. If a significant longer stretch contains a 
significant shorter stretch, only the longer one is reported and outlined. Since there is no 
correction for multiple hypothesis testing, the p-values here are used for drawing 
attention to specific genes and should not be taken in a strict sense. When there are too 
many significant stretches (> 150), one will get the “MAX_STRETCH limit is reached” 
error message. At this time one may uncheck “Analysis/Genome/Outline stretch” to turn 
off the stretch highlighting, or set a smaller P-value threshold at “Analysis/
Genome” (“Tools/Options/Genome” for V1.2+).
 
Click to select the current gene, and use Arrow keys to zoom in and out. Select “View/
Export Image” menu to export the chromosome image, and “View/Find gene” to find a 
specific gene in the highlighted gene set. Use the “Enter” key or “View/Next view” to go 
to the other Views.
 
[Version 9/23/05+] After the analysis, one can go back to the analysis output window  
and view the gene names in the significant stretches and the information of multiple 
comparison, such as “24 significant stretches found at 0.05 level from 2494 p-value 
assessments”. If from the multiple comparison consideration the number of nominal 
significant stretches can occur by chance (such as above), one should try smaller p-value 
threshold.
 
P-value for a gene stretch
 
We observe a stretch of n interesting genes along a chromosome and want to assess its 
significance. If the genes in the stretch have very close positions on the chromosome we 
want to call it significant. Define X_i to be the normalized rank of gene i on the 
chromosome (rank of gene i / number of all genes on chromosome) and use X_i ~ 
Uniform(0,1) to approximate the distribution. Define Y = X(n) - X(1) (X(n) is order  
statistics) as the normalized rank distance of this stretch. Then we could obtain the P-
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value P(Y <= observed) without getting the densities of Y:
 
P(X(i+1) – X(i) < y) = 1 – (1-y)^n = 1 - P(none of X_i  < y) = P(X(1) < y)
P(X(i+2) – X(i) < y) = 1 – (1-y)^n – n*y*(1-y)^(n-1) = 1 – P(none of X_i  < y) – P(exact 
1 of X_i < y) = P(X(2) < y)
and so on…
 
Thus all normalized rank distances are reduced to the order statistics of uniform 
distributions and we can calculate their P-values. In effect, we assess the “tightness” (the 
rank distance of the genes on the two ends of the stretch) of a stretch of n genes against 
that of n genes randomly put on the chromosome.
 
(Updated 6/28/05)
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Sample classification by Linear Discriminant Analysis
 

Principal Component Analysis
 
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a classical statistical approach for classifying 
samples of unknown classes, based on training samples with known classes. LDA has 
been previously applied to sample classification of microarray data (Hakak et al. 2001, 
Dudoit et al. 2002). 
 
dChip contains a simple LDA analysis function which requires the installation of R (the 
LDA function works with R 1.6 but not R 1.7). Select the “Analyisis/LDA 
Classification” menu to specify the sample classes and a list of genes:
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The gene list file contains genes used as features and their expression values in a sample 
are the feature vector of this sample. If we want to use the three sample groups above to 
classify other unknown samples, it is reasonable to use the Analysis/Compare samples 
function to obtain genes that are differentially expressed between pairwise comparisons. 
A simpler way is to use the “Analysis/Filter genes” function to obtain genes with large 
variation across all samples, but dong this may not produce as good prediction power.
 
The sample used in LDA analysis can be specified at “Tools/Array list file”. The known 
sample classes need to be specified. Select the samples belonging to the same class in the 
left “Sample” listbox and then click the “Add class” button to add a known class. Use the 
“Delete last” button to delete the lastly added sample class. Samples not added in any of 
the class will be regarded as “unknown” samples and their class labels will be predicted 
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after LDA is performed. “LDA result file” will store the LDA sample class specification 
as well as the classification result. Thus previous sample class specification stored in a 
“LDA result file” can be loaded by clicking the “Use” button.
 
Clicking “OK” button will start R software and call its lda and predict.lda function to 
perform the LDA training on the known classes and predict the class labels for the 
unknown samples. Output is similar to the below (click the “Analysis” icon on the left to 
view the output):
 
{Sample classification by Linear Discriminant Analysis

  Treat 21 arrays as 21 experiments

 

  Found 3 classes in file D:\array\out\iglehart lda result.xls

 

  Read in genes listed in file D:\array\out\iglehart filtered gene.

xls...

    Found 179 genes

 

  Obtaining data for 179 genes and 21 samples...

    Gene 150

 

  Writing LDA result in D:\array\out\iglehart lda result.xls...
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  Prediction rate for samples with known class: 0.71 (10/14)

LDA finished}

 
LD1 and LD2 are the first two linear discrimiants that map the samples with known class 
from the n-dimensional (n is the number of genes) space to the plane, in such a way that 
the ratio of the between-group variance and the within-group variance is maximized. If 
there are only 2 known classes then only LD1 is meaningful and LD2 is arbitrarily set to 
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the order of samples for visualization purpose. We can see the LDA correctly predicted 
71% of the samples with known classes. Selecting other gene lists may produce different 
prediction power. (Note here the cross-validation is not used and the prior is the class 
proportion for the training samples)
 
An “LDA” icon is added to the Navigation View on the left side; clicking the icon will 
bring out the scatter plot of LD1 versus LD2 (a similar R plot is also generated): 
 

 
The color of the first four sample classes are blue, red, green and cyan, and the further 
colors are generated randomly. The gray points represent unknown samples (labeled as 0 
in R plot) and their predicted class labels are indicated by a smaller rectangle inside. Use 
Arrow or Contorl+Arrow keys to zoom and Enter key to switch to other views. Select 
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“View/Export Image” to export the picture.
 
Principal Component Analysis
 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA, Raychaudhuri et al 2000, Alter et al 2000) is a 
useful way to explore the naturally arising sample classes based on the expression 
profile. Check the button “Perform Principal Component Analysis instead” in the 
“Analysis/LDA Classification” dialog to perform PCA. The installation of R is not 
required for PCA analysis. 
 
The sample and gene specifications are similar to the LDA analysis, and all the samples 
in the left-side “Sample” box will be used for PCA. The first two principal components 
(PC) will be plotted. The class labels are used to color the samples but do not enter the 
PCA analysis, and the samples of unknown classes are colored as black. Each PC is a 
linear transformation of the expression values of all genes in a gene list. So in effect 
PCA maps samples in high N dimension (N is the number of genes) to two dimension, 
maximizing the space among the samples.
 
(Updated 5/2/05)
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Pathway Analysis
 
Filter genes using pathway
 
Draw pathways 
 
This is an experimenting function in dChip to draw pathways based on biological 
knowledge. Here is the partial representation of the Notch pathway involved in the inner 
ear development (Sage et al. 2005; pathway suggested by Zheng-Yi Chen): 

 
A pathway represented in such computable format contains the information of 
transcriptional or functional relations between known and unknown genes in the 
pathway, as well as the approximate effect time among the genes. The lines between 
nodes (boxes) represent known or desired correlation relationship and the associated 
time lag in the time course experiment. Arrows means one gene activates another in 1 (or 
X) time unit, “---|” means one gene inhibits another in 1 (or X) time unit, and simple line 
means the two genes have coordinated expression (e.g. they are in the same protein 
complex or activated by a transcription factor at the same time).
 
A gene information file needs to be specified at “Analysis/Open group” and the 
expression values are already computed. Select “Analysis/Pathway” to start the pathway 
window. Then select “Pathway/Edit node” to assign a gene to a node and select 
“Pathway/Edit arrow” to assign arrows between gene nodes. Unknown genes are 
allowed in the pathway and their relationship to the known genes should be represented 
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by arrows for filtering genes. If the samples form a time course, order the samples by 
time in an array list file and one unit along the arrows represents one sample lag in the 
array list file. Use “Pathway/Open, Save” for pathway file access (example pathway file).
 
Filter genes using pathway
 
Once having a partial pathway with both known and unknown genes, one can supply a 
gene list based on variation filtering or gene ontology category, and search in this list for 
the sets of genes whose expression profiles satisfy the correlation constraints when these 
genes are placed at the unknown nodes in the pathway. In this way we use both the 
partial pathway information and the time course expression data to find more candidate 
genes involved in the pathway by considering the regulatory dynamics.
 
Select “Analysis/Pathway” and “Pathway/Open” to read in a pathway file. Then supply a 
gene list (<1000 genes, can be from variation filtering or based on known biology) and 
correlation threshold (require all the links in the pathway to satisfy the correlation or lag 
correlation). Selecting “Pathway/Filter genes” will search all the sets of genes for the 
unknown nodes that satisfy the pathway. Only the unknown nodes in a pathway will be 
checked against the input gene list for consistence. The known genes’ expression profiles 
constrain the pathway and lower correlation threshold tend to find more consistent gene 
assignment to the unknown nodes. But if correlation is too low the found gene set may 
not be biologically interesting.
 
(Created 10/7/05)
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dChip: SNP array data processing
 

SNP array datasets      Read in SNP data        SNP genome information file              
Combine array type
Probe data view          SNP data view            Export SNP data or regions                 View 
SSLP LOH data
500K SNP array          More...
 
Besides the mRNA expression level analysis, oligonucleotide arrays have also been 
applied to Single-nucleotide-polymorphisms (SNP) (Chee et al. 1996; Wang et al. 1998) 
and loss-of-heterozygosity (LOH) studies (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2000). Please use the latest 
dChip for SNP array analysis and cite Lin et al. 2004 if dChip SNP analysis is used in 
your work. A few testing functions in “Tools/Options” are not working in dChip and are 
not described in the manual.
Affymetrix resources: Technical note on LOH and copy number analysis, Copy Number 
Analysis Tool, Publications using SNP arrays
Array support materials: Mapping10K array, 10K 2.0 array, Mapping 100K array, 
Mapping 500K array.
 
SNP array datasets
100K datasets from Affymetrix: 54 individuals (only genotype calls), HapMap trio dataset
Zhao et al. 2005 (Data), Garraway et al. 2005 (GEO Data); These two datasets use Early 
Access 100K array
Zhao et al. 2004 (Data); this dataset uses Early Access 10K array
If genotype text files are not directly downloadable from the GEO website, at each 
sample page, click “View full table” on the bottom, and use “File/Save as/Save as type: 
text file” to save to a text file (example). 
 
CDF files: Early Access 10K array (unzip it), Early Access 100K array: CentHindAv2.
CDF, CentXbaAv2.CDF
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Mapping 10K – 500K SNP arrays: go to the “DNA analysis arrays” section of the 
Affymetrix library file page, download and unzip the library file for the respective array 
type. 
  
Reading in SNP data
 
Use “Analysis/Open group” to open a group of SNP array CEL and paired TXT files. 
Make sure the Affymetrix analysis result TXT files containing SNP genotype calls exist 
in the same directory as the CEL files (one TXT file for each CEL file). These TXT files 
are exported by the GDAS software  and have the same file name as the corresponding 
CEL file the except the TXT extension (Example file). We need the SNPID column to be 
before the Call column. There can be other columns in between. For fast processing in 
dChip, be sure to keep the original ordering of the SNPs (as in CDF file) when exporting 
the genotype calls from GDAS. [Obsolete: For HuSNP array, the scan B CEL files 
(ending as “B.cel”) will be read, but the TXT files do not have the “B” indication (e.g 
“my_chipB.cel” has accompanying file “my_chip.txt”).] 
 
Specify “Other information/CDF file”, and specify “Other information/sample 
information file” if needed. Then click OK to read data. You may uncheck "Analysis/
Open group/Options/Load probe data in memory" to not load probe data for faster 
computation when array number or size is large. 
 
One can also use “Analysis/Get external data” to read in a tab-delimited text file 
containing SNP calls or SSLP LOH data. Each column contains the SNP call of one 
sample (Example file). Check the “SNP or SSLP data” checkbox. If there are signal data 
as well (exported by “Tools/Export expression data” after signal analysis; see below) in 
the external data file, check the “Has Signal value before SNP call” checkbox. This 
means there are SNP call columns after the signal value column for each sample. 
 
SNP genome information file
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To use the “Analysis/Chromosome” function to view SNP data, we need genome 
information file and optional RefGene and Cytoband file. No gene information file is 
needed for SNP array analysis; the RefGene files provide the gene information. The 
genome assembly hg number of these files should be matched in one analysis session 
(Correspondence between NCBI build and UCSC assembly numbers).
 
Unzip these files to get genome information files  for HuSNP, Early Access 10K 
(ax13339 array; file names contain “10k”) and Mapping 10K (Mapping10K_Xba array, 
file names contain “11k”) SNP arrays: hg12.zip or hg15.zip. Genome information files 
for 10K 2.0, Early Access 100K, Mapping 100K (hg16, Xba, Hind and combined).
 
These files are based on the annotation CSV file downloaded from Affymetrix product 
support materials site. The “Tools/Make information file” function does not work for 
SNP arrays due to different annotation contents. One can manually copy and paste the 
columns in the CSV file so it has the same header line and columns as this example 
genome info file, and save in text format. We also use Access to sort the rows of genome 
info file to have the same probe set ordering as in CDF file (can use the order in the PSI 
file of Affymetrix library files or a file exported by "Tools/Export expression data" after 
“Open group”) or External data file so the genome info file will be read fast. 
Alternatively, one may use Access to reorder external data file to have the same order as 
then genome info file.
 
500K SNP array
Affymetrix resources: Release news, Support materials, Assay manual, Data sheet
Use this special version of dChip (file format 4)
Unzip the library files here to get CDF files. Unzip and use the following information 
files; Nsp and Sty information files can be row-wise combined using a text editor when 
combining sub-arrays for analysis.
Genome information file (hg17): Early Access 500K, Mapping500K
SNP information file (used for filtering SNPs): Mapping500K
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Filter SNPs
[Use version 10/13/05+] We can filter SNPs with better quality to use in the downstream 
analysis. For example, Nannya et al. 2005 used SNP fragment length and GC content to 
improve signal-to-noise ratio. Specify a SNP information file at "Analysis/Open group/
SNP information file". Also use an array list file to group normal and tumor samples. 
After "Open group", use "Analysis/Filter SNPs" to filter SNPs using fragment length and 
No Call rate across samples. A conflict call between normal and tumor samples (e.g. A in 
normal and B or AB in tumor) is counted as a No Call. Afterwards specify the filtering 
SNP list at "Analysis/Chromosome/SNP list file" to only use these SNPs in analysis.
 
Combine sub-arrays or different SNP array types
 
There are two sub-arrays of 100K data for two restriction enzymes: XbaI and HindIII. 
Each array type can be analyzed to obtain signal values using “Open group”. To combine 
the data of the two arrays, use “Tools/Export expression value” to export both signal 
values and SNP calls (check “Has both signal and call” but uncheck “Has standard 
error”), then row-wise combine the data (See combine sub arrays). Checking “Tools/
Export expression value/Append to this file” can avoid manually combing the data. 
Finally open the combined data file by “Analysis/Get external data” (check “Has SNP 
call” and “SNP data”), and use a combined genome info file. To save time, you can first 
look at the data of each sub array separately. If you find combining data could increase 
the resolution for aberration regions, you can combine the sub arrays.
 
Combining different generations of SNP arrays is similar to combine expression data of 
different arrays. First manually make a common probe set file. For Early Access 10K and 
Mapping10K131 array, the file contains ~8K common SNPs (based on a file “Template 
EA conversion 10K.xls”). For Mapping10K131 array and Mapping10K142 array, use 
Affymetrix annotation CSV files (131, 142) to find matching probe sets and make 
common probe set file. For each array type, do “Normalize” and “Model-based 
expression”, and then use “Tools/Export expression value” with common probe set file to 
export both raw signal and SNP calls (check “Has both signal and call” but uncheck “Has 
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standard error”). Follow the steps to column-wise combine the two exported files and 
save in text format. The combined file can be read at “Analysis/Get external data” (check 
“Has SNP call after expression” and “SNP data”) to do analysis without CEL files.
 
Combing 100K and 500K arrays may be more difficult since the two arrays use different 
restriction enzymes and the common SNPs are fewer. Right now one may open two 
dChip sessions side-by-side to visualize and compare.
 
Probe data view
 
At the PM/MM data view, the 20 probe pairs are ordered from left to right. The same 
ordering applies when using “Tools/Export probe set” to export probe level data. 

 
On the left, the first 5 probe pairs are for PM and MM A allele, forward strand; the next 5 
probe pairs are for PM and MM B allele, forward strand; the next 5 probe pairs are for 
PM and MM A allele, reverse strand; the last 5 probe pairs are for PM and MM B allele, 
reverse strand. On the right, these four probe pair sets are upper left 10 probes, lower left 
10 probes, upper right 10 probes and lower right 10 probes. The middle probe pair of the 
5 probe pairs has shift 0, and the others have shift from –4 to +4. For some probe sets, 
there are 7 probe pairs instead of 5 in each of the four sets.
 
SNP data view
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This view is useful since a SNP call can be checked against with its probe level data when 
in question. After “Open group” finishes, a “SNP” icon will show in the left panel. Click 
the icon to display the SNP view:
 

 
The squares in the top panel of the SNP view represent the arrays, clustered by Principle 
Component Analysis using probe-level data of a particular probe set (data courtesy of 
Charles Wang). Red, blue, yellow and black colors are for allele call AA, BB, AB and 
“No Call”. The bottom panel shows the probe-level data of this probe set in the currently 
selected array. In this example there are 4 mini-blocks (only for one strand), and each 
mini-block has intensity data for mmA (gray), pmA (red), pmB (blue) and mmB (gray). 
The intensity bars are scaled relative to the maximum intensity currently in view.
 
Use the “Home” and “End” key to go to another marker, and the “PageUp” and 
“PageDown” key to go to another array. Use Arrow keys to zoom the image, and Control
+Left and Control+Right keys to adjust the point size. MAS SNP calls can be exported 
into a text file using “Tools/Export data/Expression value”. Press “Enter” key (or menu 
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“View/Next model”) multiple times to cycle through the other views of the data for the 
same array/probe set. 
 
Export SNP data or chromosome regions
 
Use “Chromosome/Export SNP data/Data under view” to export LOH, log2, raw or 
inferred copy numbers (“Chromosome/Next data type, Display inferred” to switch).  The 
current curve values will also be exported. At the LOH data view, when paired normal 
and tumor samples exist, the informative and conflict call percentages of sample pairs 
will also be exported. Open the exported file in a text editor and go to the bottom to see 
these values. 
 
When exporting the inferred LOH calls, the option “Options/Chromosome/Inferred LOH 
threshold” can be set to convert inferred probability of LOH to LOH calls. SNPs with 
Probability (LOH) > threshold will be exported as LOH, and SNPs with Probability 
(LOH) < 1 – threshold will be exported as Retention, and otherwise exported as “No 
LOH Call”. If the threshold is set to –1, the probability of LOH will be exported.
 
 “Tools/Export expression value” exports raw signal values and SNP genotype types. This 
is useful for combing array data.
 
To export interesting chromosome regions with curve exceeding specified threshold, first 
go to a data view (key ‘D’ or ‘I’) such as inferred LOH or copy number view. Also 
specify “Standardize separators” in array list file to divide different tumor samples or 
pairs before exporting. Then use “Chromosome/Export SNP data/Regions with 
significant curve value” to export. Checking “Options/Chromosome/Use min and max as 
threshold” will use “≤ Min or ≥ Max” as threshold, otherwise “≥ Threshold” is used as 
threshold. For example, to export regions with inferred copy number value beyond [0,7], 
set Min = 0, Max = Threshold = 7 at “Options/Chromosome”. At the LOH data view, the 
LOH prevalence score across samples is used for exporting; at the inferred copy number 
data view, the inferred copy number in individual samples are used for exporting.
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Visualize SSLP LOH data
 
Download and unzip the example data file. The data file contains NI (noninformative), 
HET (heterozygous or retention) and LOH calls, and has “SSLP” in the first row and first 
column. Check “Analysis/Get external data/SSLP data” to read it in. dChip will 
automatically split each column into normal and tumor samples. Make a genome 
information file and save in text format. Make an array list with “Standardize separators” 
to separate the normal and tumor pairs before doing “Analysis/Chromosome”.
 
(Updated 6/19/05, 10/2/05)
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dChip: View data along chromosome
 
RefGene and Cytoband file                 Chromosome view                  Adjusting the 
chromosome view 
View array CGH data
 
Genome information file
 
A “Genome information file” contains chromosome number, transcription starting and ending 
sites (direction is from p-arm to q-arm for Human genome), and strand indication (a gene’s 
sense strand relative to the genome sequence). Note that a gene or SNP may be mapped to 
multiple chromosome positions, but the current dChip only uses the information in the last line 
where this gene or SNP occurs.
 
You can use the “Tools/Make information file” function to make genome information files for 
expression arrays (old files can be downloaded). Here are the SNP array genome information 
files.
 
RefGene and Cytoband file
 
A RefGene file provides reference gene information in the genome and has similar format as 
genome information file. It combines information from refGene.txt and refLink.txt files 
downloaded from UCSC Genome Bioinformatics (select organism/“Annotation database”). 
The reference gene names can be displayed at the “Chromosome View”.
Download: Human: 7/27/02 (hg11), 9/14/02 (hg12), hg12.zip, hg15.zip, hg16.zip (for 100K 
SNP array). Mosue: 7/27/02 (mm2)
 
Cytoband files (format) can be obtained with the RefGene files in the ZIP files above, or 
directly downloaded from UCSC Genome Bioinformatics. Select an organism and use links 
“Annotation database”/cytoband.txt. Unzip and save the file in text format, but IE browser 
may automatically unzip them. Download cytoband file: hg17.
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Chromosome view
 
This function is for visualizing SNP LOH or copy number data or expression data of genes 
according to their relative chromosome positions, thus the relationship between gene 
expression changes and their physical locations can be investigated in a greater detail than the 
“Analysis/Genome” function. At “Analysis/Open group”, specify a sample info file with a 
“Ploidy(numeric)” column to specify the reference samples. Samples with “Ploidy(numeric)” 
column as 2 are regarded as reference samples and are used to compute the mean signal of 
normal expression level or 2 copy. Select the menu “Analysis/Chromosome” and provide a 
“Genome information file” and optional “RefGene file”, cytoband file and gene list file in the 
dialog, select the analysis method as “Expression”, and then click “OK”. If there is multiple 
chromosomal mapping for a probe set in the genome info file, dChip will use the last one 
(row). A “Chromosome” icon will be added in the left panel and the “Chromosome View” 
displays the expression data across samples along the chromosome (data courtesy of Masood 
Shammas): 
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Displayed on columns are the ordered samples in the currently used “Tools/Array list file”, 
and genes are displayed in rows according to their relative chromosomal positions. In the log2 
data view, the red and blue colors represent the log2 ratios between a sample and the mean 
signal of the reference samples for a gene. In the “Copy number” view, the raw copy number 
is computed as the ratio between a sample and the reference mean multiplied by 2 and is 
displayed. The color range can be adjusted by “Tools/Options/Clustering/Display range of 
standardized values”. The presence or absence calls can also be displayed, by using 
“Chromosome/Next Data Type” or key “D, S” to toggle between the expression values and the 
presence calls. In this display, light red color represents “Present” calls and light blue color 
“Absent” or “Marginal” calls. Cytoband information is display on the left side, and gene 
names are displayed on the right side.
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Use “Home” and “End” keys to view other chromosomes, and “Chromosome/Show All” or 
key “A” to display genes on all chromosomes in a single picture. For SNP arrays the 
chromosome Y may not be available since there are no probe sets on the array for 
chromosome Y markers. Mouse-over the colored data point area to display information such 
as the expression values (and standardized values) or presence calls. Mouse-overing a refgene 
name on the left will display its transcription start and end site by a vertical bar, and clicking 
the gene name can bring you to the NCBI website for this gene.
 
Use “Chromosome/Proportional Distance” or key “P” to toggle between the “Natural order” 
and the “Proportional distance” displays. In the “Natural order” display, genes are ordered 
according to their order in the chromosome, but their relative distances are not reflected. In the 
“Proportional distance” display, the genes are displayed with their relative screen distances 
proportional to real physical chromosomal distance. The cytoband and reference gene names 
will also be display when available. In this display, since the data points or gene names occupy 
a certain screen height, for some genes there is not enough space to display their data and 
names, and they are represented by small blue dots on the left margin of the gene name display 
region. 
 
If “RefGene file” or Cytoband file are specified at “Analysis/Chromosome”, the “Proportional 
distance” display will display the cytoband information and reference gene names on the left 
side. If cytoband information is not available, a ruler is displayed on the left of the refGene 
names, with space between horizontal lines representing 1 megabase distance. One can use 
“Chromosome/Find refGene” or “Chromosome/Find Next” to find a gene in the refGene list 
by keyword, or click a “refGene” name on the left side will start the LocusLink webpage for 
this gene.
 
A gene list containing a set of interesting genes (may be obtained by “Analysis/Filter genes”, 
“Analysis/Filter SNPs” or “Analysis/Compare samples” functions) can be specified in the 
“Analysis/Chromosome” dialog to display only these interesting genes. 
 
Adjusting the chromosome view
 
Use Arrow keys to zoom the data figure, and Control+Arrow keys to adjust the width of the 
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cytoband information area and height of the sample name area. Click a colored data point in 
the figure to select a “Current” data point and “ESC” to dismiss it. When a “Current” data 
point is selected, it will always be displayed in the viewable region of the picture when 
zooming the figure by the arrow keys. For example, a data point in a peak score region can be 
clicked and then use the Down arrow to zoom in this region.
 
When “Chromosome/Proportional distance” is unchecked, use Up and Down arrows to adjust 
the height of the data point and gene/SNP names, Left or Right arrow to adjust the width of the 
figure, and Shift+Up or Shift+Down arrow and to adjust the height of the sample information 
rows on the top and the color legend on the bottom. When “Chromosome/Proportional 
distance” is checked, use Shift+Up and Shift+Down keys to adjust the height of the data point 
and gene/SNP names, but the height of the sample information rows cannot be adjusted.
 
The displaying range of the score curve (e.g. LOH prevalence score) on the right side can be 
adjusted at “Tools/Options/Chromosome/Curve along chromosome”. The red threshold line 
can also be adjusted directly by Shift+Left and Shift+Right keys, with the SNPs, genes and 
cytoband names shown as blue for the regions with the score exceeding the threshold.
 
View array CGH data
 
Prepare an “External data file” with first column as probe ID and the rest columns as 
normalized log2 ratio, and Genome information file describing the chromosome and position 
of probes. Use “Analysis/Get external data” to read the file (uncheck “SNP data”). If a sample 
info file is used, make sure it does not contain a “Ploidy(numeric)” column so log2 ratio data 
will be recognized. Then use "Array list file" to separate each array by "Standardize 
separators", or do not use array list file but uncheck “Tools/Options/Chromosome/Show only 
first sample name”. Finally use "Analysis/Chromosome/Analysis method: Expression" to view 
the data. Only the Log2 data view contains information (data courtesy of Xiaojun Zhao):
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Also see copy number analysis of SNP array.
 
(Updated 4/22/05, 10/17/05)
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dChip: LOH and Copy Number Analysis
 
Infer LOH calls                       Sample clustering using LOH                                      
Copy number analysis             Infer copy numbers
 
Loss-of-Heterozygosity (LOH) analysis
 
See Lin et al. 2004 for reference. Also see the “Analysis/Chromosome” function. To combine the SNP 
call data for pairs of normal and tumor samples to make LOH calls, one need to first use “Tools/Array 
list file” to order arrays so that tumor array follows the paired normal array, with standardize separators 
separating pairs of normal and tumor samples (normal sample first) or only tumor sample without paired 
normal:
173Normal

173Tumor

--- Standardize---

174Normal

174Tumor

--- Standardize---

175Tumor

--- Standardize---

…

 
At “Analysis/Chromosome”, specify the genome information file, refgene and cytoband file, select 
“Analysis method” as “LOH”. Click OK to display chromosome view, and see Analysis/Chromosome 
for some commands used in this view. Select “Chromosome/Next data type” or key “D” or “Enter” to 
toggle between SNP genotype data and LOH data view. In the SNP genotype data view, red, yellow, 
blue and white colors represent AA, AB, BB genotype calls and No Call. One can mouse over the colors 
to see their values in the bottom of the window. In the observed LOH data view (left side, data from 
Zhao et al. 2004):
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The SNP calls of a pair of normal and tumor samples are combined to obtain the observed LOH calls. 
The blue, yellow, red, gray and white colors indicate LOH (AB in normal and A or B in tumor), 
Retention (AB in both normal and tumor, or No Call in normal and AB in tumor), Conflict (A or B in 
normal and AB in tumor), Non-informative call (A or B in normal) and “No Call” (SNP No Call in 
normal or tumor sample)). 
 
See the Chromosome view and Adjusting the chromosome view sections for more information on the 
LOH data view.
 
At the “Proportional distance” and observed LOH view, when “No Call” or non-informative markers 
compete space with LOH or retention, the former will lose since the latter is more important. Therefore 
using Shift+up/down arrow will not change this view as much as before due to that informative markers 
are hidden behind non-informative markers. Note the sub-pixel display at the non-proportional view: as 
you press Up arrow, the disappearance of marker names on the right side indicates that not all markers 
are displayed. 
 
Infer LOH call
 
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used to infer the probability of LOH based on the observed LOH 
calls (from paired normal/tumor samples) or genotype calls (from tumor sample without paired normal). 
Use “Chromosome/Display inferred” (or key “I”) to toggle to the inferred probability of LOH (the right-
side figure above), which is displayed from blue (1) to white (0.5) to yellow (0). The blue LOH curve on 
the right is a LOH score measuring the prevalence of LOH at a marker across the samples, and is 
computed as the average probability of LOH. “Chromosome/Permute data” can be used to assess the 
significance of the peak LOH score regions.
 
[New] To infer the LOH status of non-informative LOH calls from paired normal/tumor LOH analysis, 
the method “Options/Inferred LOH method/Same boundary” can be used in addition to the HMM 
method. It finds the regions with consecutive non-informative calls, with two informative calls as the 
boundary. If the observed LOH calls of the two boundary SNPs are the same (both are loss or retention), 
we infer the call of the noninformative markers in between to be the same as the informative boundary. 
 
The inferred LOH calls can be exported by “Chromosome/Export SNP data”.
 
Sample clustering using LOH
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See Janne et al. 2004 for references. To perform sample clustering, at the “Chromosome” view, check 
“Chromosome/Show all” and “Chromosome/Cluster samples”. Set “Tools/options/chromosome/min, 
max, threshold” to be 0, 0.5, 0.25 in the beginning, and use Shift+left/right key to adjust the red 
threshold line to cluster samples using the chromosome regions with LOH score exceeding the threshold.
 
In the clustering figure below, the LOH score is plotted on the right side of the LOH data picture in blue. 
A high LOH score indicates that many samples have LOH events in the nearby region. Adjusting the 
score threshold line (in red), the markers or genes in the chromosome regions with LOH score 
exceeding the threshold will be colored blue. Only the SNP makers in the regions with LOH score above 
the threshold are used for sample clustering. The distance between two samples is defined as the average 
absolute difference of the Probability (LOH) in the two samples for these markers. The average linkage 
is used during hierarchical clustering. Intuitively if two samples often have LOH or retention together 
for the selected chromosome regions, they will cluster closely. 
 

 
By changing the LOH score threshold from 0.01 to 1.00, we can progressively look at 100 samples 
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clustering trees quickly (equivalent to gene filtering in clustering analysis of expression array). The 
sample type information on the top can be hidden at first (use Shift+Up Arrow key at non-proportional 
view), until at a particular threshold, good separation can be seen from the sample clustering tree on the 
top. Then the sample information can be brought up to correlate with the clustering results. 
Alternatively, sample information can be used to determine the LOH score threshold used for clustering. 
If at a particular threshold, the sample clustering agrees well with known cancer types or other clinical 
variables, the selected chromosome regions by this threshold (thus used in the clustering) may contain 
LOH differences that distinguish the sample subgroups.
 
Alternatively, the “Analysis/Filter genes” and “Analysis/Clustering” functions for expression array data 
analysis may be used to cluster SNP data based on copy number data (see below; use dChip version 
10/5/05+). “Expression values” in the SNP array context mean signal values.
 
Copy number analysis
 
See Zhao et al. 2004 for reference (page 2). We need multiple normal samples (e.g. 10) for reference, 
and ideally they come from the same array core and batch as the tumor samples. If no normal is 
available, one may specify all tumor samples having “Ploidy(numeric)” as 2 (see below) to make 
conservative estimate of copy number changes. One may use the reference data from published data, but 
it is better use your own normals, since the normal samples and tumor samples from the same batch 
have more similar characteristics and thus these normal samples best serve as the references for copy 
number analysis. 
 
[New] Recent studies discovered that there are copy number variations in normal tissue samples across 
individuals (Iafrate et al. 2004, Sebat et al. 2004). The implication is that we cannot always assume that 
the reference normal samples used to obtain reference signal distribution all have copy number of 2 at a 
SNP locus. In addition, researchers often cannot obtain enough (~10) normal reference samples to 
analyze together with tumor samples. When normal samples are not available or too few, set “Options/
Chromosome/% of samples trimmed” to be > 0 to obtain reference signal distribution without using the 
information of which samples are normal. For example, if 10% is specified, we assume that for any SNP 
less than 10% of all the samples have abnormal copy number. For a SNP, 5% of samples with extreme 
signals are trimmed from each end, and the rest values are used to estimate the mean and standard 
deviation of the signal distribution of normal copy number 2. The large amplifications and homozygous 
deletions can be found, but the method may infer false copy number changes in normal samples. You 
can try different trimmed % and compare the results.
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The steps to perform copy number analysis are: (1) “Analysis/Open group”. Supply a sample 
information file with optional “Gender” (Male or Female; only affects X chromosome analysis) and 
required “Ploidy(numeric)” columns (Example sample info file; save in text format). Be sure to 
capitalize the first letter in "Gender, Ploidy(numeric), Female, Male", and there is no space between 
“Ploidy” and “(numeric)”. dChip will recognize and use the these two sample information columns. 
Samples with “Ploidy(numeric)” column as 2 are regarded as normal samples and are used to compute 
the mean and variation of the signal of 2 copy. Normal samples do not have to be in the array list files to 
be used, and only samples in the array list files are displayed and their copy numbers are inferred. For 
tumor samples, specify ploidy as missing (blank). For chromosome X the “Gender” information is used 
so male’s signal is taken as one copy when computing mean signal (of 2 copy). If no sample is specified 
as 2 for “Ploidy(numeric)”, specify “Options/Chromosome/% of samples trimmed” to be > 1 to use 
trimmed analysis.
 
(2) Perform “Analysis/Normalize” and “Analysis/Model-based expression”, using “Options/PM/MM 
difference model”. A signal value is computed for each SNP in each sample and is analogous to the 
expression value in expression array analysis. Based on these signal values, the raw copy number for a 
SNP in a sample is computed as (Signal / (mean signal of normal samples at this SNP) * 2), and log2 
ratio is computed as log2(Signal / mean signal of normal samples at this SNP). The raw copy numbers 
and log2 ratio data can be viewed in the chromosome view (see below).
 
(3) Specify “Tools/Array list file” containing paired or single samples separated by “Standardize 
separators”. Then go to “Analysis/Chromosome”, select “Analysis method/Signal value (Copy 
number)”, specify genome information file, refGene and cytoband information files (the last two are 
optional). 
 
[New] In the SNP copy number analysis, check “Options/Chromosome/User paired normal as 
reference” to use the signal of the paired normal to obtain the raw copy numbers of tumor samples, as 
opposed to using the average signal of all normal samples. The normal samples still use their average to 
get raw copy numbers.
 
Click OK to run and display copy number view. LOH analysis will also be run together. In the figures 
below (data from Zhao et al. 2004): left: raw copy number estimate. The 0 copy is displayed in white, 
and 5 or more copy are displayed in pure red. The gray box on the right represents the value range from 
0 copy to 4 copy, and the red line represents the normal 2 copy. Right: Inferred copy number. The blue 
curve in the gray box displays the copy number of sample “2171 tumor” in another form, either raw 
copy (left) or inferred copy (right). Click the data area of a sample to display its copy number as the 
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curve.
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Use key “D” or “Chromosome/Next data type” to switch between copy number, LOH, log2 ratio and 
genotype views. Use key “I” or “Chromosome/Display inferred” to switch between raw copy numbers 
and inferred copy numbers. “Tools/Options/Clustering/Displaying range” can be adjusted although 
dChip selects default range for each data view (-2 to 2 for log2 ratio, 0 to 5 for copy number).
 
See the Chromosome view and Adjusting the chromosome view sections for more information on the 
copy number data view.
 
Infer copy numbers
 
Set “Options/Chromosome/Inferred copy method” to be “Hidden Markov Model” to infer copy numbers 
(see Zhao et al. 2004, page 2 for method). In the inferred copy number view on the right (figure above), 
there is no significance value associated with the inferred copy number on the right --- the whole curve 
is the most likely underlying copy number based on HMM model. The abnormal copies inferred in 
normal samples are likely to be false positive. One can toggle between the inferred and raw copy 
number to confirm or reject the inferred copy numbers.
 
Computing inferred copy number takes some time and here is a way to save some time. At inferred copy 
view, use “Chromosome/Export SNP data” to save the inferred copy numbers into a file. In the next 
session, use the same array list file as before, set “Options/Chromosome/Inferred copy method” to be 
“Read from file” and specify the inferred copy number file at “Options/Chromosome/Inferred copy file” 
to read in existing inferred copy number rapidly. As an additional utility, in this way different groups of 
DCP files can be analyzed separately (e.g. normalized against different references (e.g. WGA and 
unamplified samples)), and then export copy number file and combine them column-wise, and finally 
read all DCP files together (specify parent directory as data directory) and view the inferred copy 
number of all arrays.
 
[New] Set “Options/Chromosome/HMM length” to N to perform HMM inference of LOH and copy 
number for a stretch of maximum N SNP markers each time. This can increase the speed for SNP array 
with density > 100K, where chromosome 1 has > 9K marker but one can set “HMM length” to be 1000.
 
[New] [Use dChip version 10/7/05+] Set “Options/Chromosome/Inferred copy step” to be < 1 to infer 
fractional copy number under 3 from HMM. For example, setting it to be 0.5 will infer copy number 
among {0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 21, 25, 30}. Setting “Inferred copy to 
1” (default) will infer only integer copy numbers below 3 (0, 1, 2, 3) and the same copy numbers in the 
above list after 3 copy. This option can accommodate fractional copy numbers in tumor samples with 
high ploidy (average copy number), where the normalization across tumor and normal samples scales 
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the overall ploidy to be 2 for tumor samples. For example, a sample with ploidy of 10 has real copy 
change step of 0.2, when scaled to an overall ploidy of 2 by normalization.
 
[New] Set “Options/Chromosome/Inferred copy method” to be “Median smoothing” and set a SNP 
marker window size (e.g. 10) to median smooth raw copy numbers as the inferred copy number. 
Compared to HMM-inferred copy number, this method performs faster and gives closer result to the raw 
copy numbers; It is also robust to outliers in raw copy numbers, and does not need parameter 
specification in HMM fitting. However, median-smoothed copy numbers are not as smooth as HMM-
inferred copy numbers, and copy changes smaller than half of the window size will be smoothed out.
 
Figure below: median-smoothed copy number (window size 11 SNPs, trimmed 1% samples) for 
chromosome 19 of Affymetrix HapMap trio dataset. A sample (name highlighted in blue) has 
heterozygous deletion in the 19p13.11 region, which is also one of the most frequently deleted region 
found by Iafrate et al. 2004.

 
(Updated 10/3/05)
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Parametric Linkage Analysis
 
Mapping mouse ENU mutations
 
Parametric linkage analysis
 
See Leykin et al. 2005 for reference. A step by step guide in PowerPoint or Word (made 
by Carsten Rosenow).
 
Applying 10K and 100K SNP arrays to linkage analysis has demonstrated improvement 
in genome coverage and information content over microsatellite-based assays (Janecke 
et al. 2004, Middleton et al. 2004). However, the current linkage analysis usually relies 
on command line programs and users have to correlate peak linkage score regions with 
genes and genotype data manually through software such as Excel. We have developed 
the CompareLinkage software to automate converting the genotype data from SNP 
arrays into the "Linkage" format and calling software packages such as Merlin and 
Allegro for multipoint linkage analysis (Leykin et al. 2005). We also implemented a 
variant of the Lander-Green algorithm in dChip to perform parametric linkage analysis 
and haplotyping of SNP array data of small families (bit ≤ 18). The resulting linkage 
score curves can be visualized in dChip together with the genotype data, haplotyping 
results and genome annotations, facilitating finding disease loci.
 
“Analysis/Chromosome”, specify files, select “Analysis Method: Linage analysis”, click 
“OK”. In the chromosome view, Home and End to go to a chromosome. In this view, 
select menu “Chromosome/Linkage analysis”, specify pedigree file and click OK. The 
pedigree file  (such as “example_ped.xls”) is saved in text format and has similar format 
to MERLIN pedigree file format. A person’s parents should either be both in the 
pedigree file (not 0), or both 0 (this person is a founder). Currently the practical limit of 
the pedigree is 17 bits. Right now linkage analysis is only valid for autosomes. 
Mendelian inheritance errors are checked before performing analysis. Genotypes 
inconsistent with one or more parents will be reported and set to be NO_CALL in the 
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LOD score computation. To save or load LOD scores, specify a curve file at 
“Chromosome/Linkage analysis/options/Linkage curve file”.
 
After the analysis is finished the LOD curve is displayed on the right side. Press ‘D’ to 
go to the haplotype view, the different colors represent different ancestor alleles of 
founders. After pressing “I”, the blue and red colors are haplotype genotype A and B 
(left side for father allele and right side for mother allele).
 
Merlin can also be called from dChip to perform linkage analysls. Download Merlin 
software to a directory and set this directory at “Chromosome/Linkage analysis/Merlin 
directory”, and then check “use Merlin for linkage analysis”.
 
Mapping mouse ENU mutations 
 
[dChip version 9/15/05+] Treating mice with N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) generates 
single-nucleotide mutations (Justice et al. 1999). The mutations in the germ-line cells 
can be inherited in the descendants, and crossing the descendants can manifest the 
phenotypes caused by recessive mutations (Herron et al. 2002). Genotyping these 
affected individuals using genetic markers may help to map the mutated genes 
responsible for the phenotype. Herron et al. (2002) used a three-generation breeding 
scheme to select the third-generation progeny with affected phenotype for genotyping 
(figure adapted from Herron et al. 2002): 
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The G0 mutagenized mice are out-crossed to a wild-type mouse strain different than the 
mutagenized strain. Then the G1 (F1) progeny is back-crossed with the wild-type strain 
to obtain the G2 progeny, which is then crossed with G1 to obtained the G3 progeny. 
Since both the G1 and G2 generations contain the carriers of the recessive mutation, the 
G3 progeny will have affected individuals with the interested phenotype and these 
affected G3 progeny are genotyped by microsatellite markers. A interval haplotype 
analysis was used to analyze the genotyping data to identify the chromosomal regions 
harboring the mutation (Neuhaus and Beier 1998). The circles with an arrow represent 
males and the circles with a cross represent females. The color (red, blue or yellow) and 
the size of the pie in the circles represent the proportion of the SNP markers that has the 
genotype AA, BB or AB in an individual.
 
To increase the mapping resolution, we use a genome-wide panel of 402 SNPs to 
genotype the affected G3 progeny, as well as the mutated strain (G0) and the wild-type 
strain (J.L. Moran, unpublished results). This figure shows the genotype of a dataset 
from the above crossing scheme:
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The genotypes of an ENU dataset, with the SNPs on rows and the samples on columns. 
The red, blue, yellow and white colors represent the AA, BB, AB genotype and No Call. 
The blue curve on the right is the LOD score curve. The boundary of the gray box on the 
right represents –52 (left) and 7.2 (right), and the vertical red line indicates a value of 0.
 
Only the SNPs that are heterozygous between the mutated strain (G0) and the wild-type 
strain are displayed and used for analysis. We compute for each SNP marker the LOD 
score as log10 (probability of data if the marker is the mutated locus / probability of data 

if the marker is not the mutated locus) using the affected G3 individuals. Since the 
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mutated locus happens in the G0 strain which has the genotype AA and the wild-type 
strain has the genotype BB (A and B are arbitrary designations of the two alleles of a 
SNP), in the G3 individuals a non-mutant locus expects to have the genotype AA, AB, 
BB with the probability of 0.125, 0.5 and 0.375 according to the breeding scheme 
(Figure 1), but the mutant locus expects to have the genotype AA, AB, BB at the 
probability of 1, 0 and 0 since the recessive mutation is inherited from G0. We also 
assume a genotyping error of 0.01 in the calculation. A positive LOD score provides 
evidence that a SNP marker is close to the mutant locus. The highest LOD score of 7.14 
is obtained at chromosome 9 (figure above, the “Raw LOD score” curve), which means 
the locus is about 107 times more likely to be mutant-related than not. Checking the 
genotype data of this SNP confirms that it is homozygous AA in 10 of 11 affected G3 
progeny. 
 
However, this SNP-wise LOD score does not use the information of the neighboring 
SNP markers and ignores the No Call genotypes, leading to rugged score curve and 
potential false LOD score peaks. For example, the positive LOD scores in chromosome 
10 and 19 correspond to a single AA genotype surrounded by AB or BB genotypes in 
multiple samples, and are very likely to have been caused by high genotyping error at 
particular SNPs with inferior performance. Such SNP markers could be manually 
removed on inspecting the SNP-wise LOD scores, but a more automatic method is 
desired. For example, Broman et al. 2003.
 
Since the breeding scheme involves only three generations, we expect closer markers to 
have the same AA, AB or BB genotypes (represented by G). This motivates a HMM 
with these three genotypes as underlying states, whose transition probabilities are due to 
meiotic recombination events and thus modeled similarly as before. However we do not 
adjust the scaling factor in Haldane’s map function to account for the more frequent 
crossover events in multiple generations, but let data to correct such potential biased 
specifications. The underlying states AA, AB and BB have initial or background 
probabilities (PB(G)) of 0.125, 0.5 and 0.375 as determined by the breeding scheme, and 

they emit the observed genotype calls with error rate of 0.01. Running the Forward-
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Backward algorithm (Durbin et al. 1999) gives the probability of real genotypes given 
the observed genotype calls in one chromosome (PHMM(G)), and these probabilities 

substitute the observed genotype calls in the LOD score calculation to obtain a more 
smooth LOD score curve (figure above, the “HMM-based LOD score” curve). In the 
example dataset, the highest LOD score drops to 5.21 but remain highly significant, and 
the likely sporadic positive scores are eliminated. 
 
We have also extended the method to analyze other breeding schemes such as G1 
intercross or backcross, to consider dominant mutations and incomplete penetrance, and 
to incorporate non-affected progeny in the analysis. In summary, the two probabilities in 
the LOD score computations are:

, where P(G) is PB(G) for the 

hypothesis that the marker is not the mutated locus, and is PM(G) for the hypothesis that 

the marker is the mutated locus: , where 

 is the specified inheritance mode or penetrance. In three ENU datasets, 
the LOD scores had suggested the chromosomal regions where the mutated genes were 
found by subsequent fine mapping and sequencing.

 
(Updated on 9/15/05, 10/6/05)
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Cheng Li’s Group: Research
 
Analysis Methods and Software for Affymetrix Gene Expression Microarray and 
SNP Microarray Data 
 
We develop methods for the analysis of the Affymetrix gene expression microarray and 
SNP microarray data and maintain the dChip software (Manual). The software has over 
500 regular users worldwide and is a major analysis software for microarray data. This 
Affymetrix technical note highlights our work from project 3 and 4 below.
 
Other Collaborative Work
 
Research is supported by NIH, Belfer Foundation, Friends of DFCI and Claudia Adams 
Barr Program.
 
Collaborating Groups 
Wing Wong, Bruce Yankner, Matthew Meyerson, Bill Sellers, Martin Pollak, Nikhil 
Munshi, David Beier
 
Projects and Publications
1. Normalize arrays and compute model-based expression values
2. dChip software for the analysis of microarray data
3. Infer LOH and significantly shared LOH regions across samples
4. Identify copy number aberrations in tumor samples
5. Linkage analysis to find disease gene loci
6. Integrate gene expression and SNP array data
 
1. Normalize arrays and compute model-based expression values
 
Cheng Li and Wing Hung Wong (2001a) Model-based analysis of oligonucleotide 
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arrays: Expression index computation and outlier detection, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. Vol. 
98, 31-36. (Abstract, 500 citations) 
 
Cheng Li and Wing Hung Wong (2001b) Model-based analysis of oligonucleotide 
arrays: model validation, design issues and standard error application, Genome Biology 2
(8): research0032.1-0032.11 (Abstract)
 
Eric E. Schadt, Cheng Li, Cheng Su, Wing H. Wong (2000) Analyzing high-density 
oligonucleotide gene expression array data,  Journal of Cellular Biochemistry. 80, 192-
202. (Abstract)
 
Eric E. Schadt, Cheng Li, Byron Ellis and Wing H. Wong (2001) Feature extraction and 
normalization algorithms for high-density oligonucleotide gene expression array data. 
Journal of Cellular Biochemistry. Supplement 37, 120-125. (Abstract, News)
 
2. dChip software for the analysis of microarray data
 
Cheng Li and Wing Hung Wong (2003) DNA-Chip Analyzer (dChip). In The analysis 
of gene expression data: methods and software. Edited by G Parmigiani, ES Garrett, R 
Irizarry and SL Zeger. Springer. (Software; Amazon; This is a short version of the dChip 
manual)
 
Sheng Zhong, Cheng Li* and Wing Hung Wong* (2003) ChipInfo: Software for 
Extracting Gene Annotation and Gene Ontology Information for Microarray Analysis. 
Nucleic Acids Research. Vol. 31, 3483-3486. (*Joint corresponding author) (Abstract, 20 
citations, Software; dChip “Make information file” function) 
 
Hakak Y, Walker JR, Li C, Wong WH, Davis KL, Buxbaum JD, Haroutunian V and 
Fienberg AA (2001) Genome-wide expression analysis reveals dysregulation of 
myelination-related genes in chronic schizophrenia. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. Vol. 98, 4746-
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4751. (Abstract, 200 citations; dChip Compare samples, Gene clustering and Sample 
classification by LDA)
 
Bhattacharjee A, Richards WG, Staunton J, Li C, Monti S, Vasa P, Ladd C, Beheshti J, 
Bueno R, Gillette M, Loda M, Weber G, Mark EJ, Lander ES, Wong W, Johnson BE, 
Golub TR, Sugarbaker DJ and Meyerson M (2001) Classification of human lung 
carcinomas by mRNA expression profiling reveals distinct adenocarcinoma subclasses 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, Vol. 98, 13790-13795 (Abstract, 300 citations, Supplement, 
Data) 
 
FE Davies, AM Dring, C Li, AC Rawstron, MA Shammas, SM O'Connor, JA Fenton, T 
Hideshima, D Chauhan, IT Tai, E Robinson, D Auclair, K Rees, D Gonzalez, AJ 
Ashcroft, R Dasgupta, C Mitsiades, N Mitsiades, LB Chen, WH Wong, NC Munshi, GJ 
Morgan and KC Anderson (2003) Insights into the multistep transformation of MGUS to 
myeloma using microarray expression analysis. Blood. 102(13):4504-11. (Abstract)
 
RM Bachoo, RS Kim, KL Ligon, EA Maher, C Brennan, N Billings, S Chan, C Li, DH 
Rowitch, WH Wong and RA DePinho (2004) Molecular diversity of astrocytes with 
implications for neurological disorders. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 101(22):8384-9. (Abstract)
 
Lu T, Pan Y, Kao SY, Li C, Kohane I, Chan J, Yankner BA (2004) Gene regulation and 
DNA damage in the ageing human brain. Nature 429, 883–891. (Abstract, Supplement, 
GEO data; News, 2; dChip time course analysis)
 
3. Infer LOH and significantly shared LOH regions across samples
 
Ming Lin, Lee-Jen Wei, William R. Sellers, Marshall Lieberfarb, Wing Hung Wong*, 
and Cheng Li* (2004) dChipSNP: Significance Curve and Clustering of SNP-Array-
Based Loss-of-Heterozygosity Data. Bioinformatics. 20: 1233-1240. (Abstract, Data and 
Software) (*Joint corresponding author)
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Janne PA, Li C, Zhao X, Girard L, Chen TH, Minna J, Christiani DC, Johnson BE, 
Meyerson M (2004) High-resolution single-nucleotide polymorphism array and 
clustering analysis of loss of heterozygosity in human lung cancer cell lines. Oncogene. 
23(15):2716-26. (Abstract; dChip LOH clustering)
 
ME Lieberfarb, M Lin, M Lechpammer, C Li, DM Tanenbaum, PG Febbo, R L Wright, 
J Shim, PW Kantoff, M Loda, M Meyerson and WR Sellers (2003) Genome-wide Loss 
of Heterozygosity Analysis from Laser Capture Microdissected Prostate Cancer Using 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphic Allele (SNP) Arrays and a Novel Bioinformatics 
Platform dChipSNP. Cancer Research  63(16): 4781-4785. (Abstract, Data and Software)
 
4. Identify copy number aberrations in tumor samples  
 
X Zhao, C Li, JG Paez, K Chin, PA Jänne, TH Chen, L Girard, J Minna, D Christiani, C 
Leo, JW Gray, WR Sellers, M Meyerson (2004) An integrated view of copy number and 
allelic alterations in the cancer genome using single nucleotide polymorphism arrays. 
Cancer Research. 64:3060-3071. (Abstract, Data)
 
X Zhao, BA Weir, T LaFramboise, M Lin, R Beroukhim, L Garraway, J Beheshti, JC 
Lee, K Naoki, WG Richards, D Sugarbaker, F Chen, MA Rubin, PA Jänne, L Girard, J 
Minna, D Christiani, C Li, WR Sellers, M Meyerson (2005) Homozygous Deletions and 
Chromosome Amplifications in Human Lung Carcinomas Revealed by Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphism Array Analysis. Cancer Research. 65: 5561-5570. (Abstract, 
Data)
 
5. Linkage analysis to find disease gene loci
 
Igor Leykin, Ke Hao, Junsheng Cheng, Nicole Meyer, Martin R Pollak, Richard JH 
Smith, Wing Hung Wong, Carsten Rosenow*, Cheng Li* (2005) Comparative linkage 
analysis and visualization of high-density oligonucleotide SNP array data. BMC 
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Genetics. 6:7. (*Joint corresponding author) (Abstract, Software)
 
6. Integrate gene expression and SNP array data
 
ZC Wang, M Lin, LJ Wei, C Li, A Miron, G Lodeiro, L Harris, S Ramaswamy, DM 

Tanenbaum, M Meyerson, JD Iglehart, A Richardson (2004) Loss of heterozygosity and 

its correlation with expression profiles in subclasses of invasive breast cancers. Cancer 

Research. 64(1): 64-71. (Abstract, Data)
 
Garraway LA, Widlund HR, Rubin MA, Getz G, Berger AJ, Ramaswamy S, Beroukhim 
R, Milner DA, Granter SR, Du J, Lee C, Wagner SN, Li C, Golub TR, Rimm DL, 
Meyerson ML, Fisher DE, Sellers WR (2005) Integrative genomic analyses identify 
MITF as a lineage survival oncogene amplified in malignant melanoma. Nature. 436
(7047):117-22. (Abstract, GEO data; News)
 
(Updated 10/16/05)
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